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INTRODUCTION
'T.,..1210E2116166CEN113211=1=15MUMEISSEP

-What can we do about itr "Rut viU anYthing wc do really make a difference'?"
-Isn't that just a technical problem?" ''l low can wc find out?" -What do we really
want
what kind of community
water resources
environment
socictyr "Can we get help?"
Since 1965. the League of Women Voters Education Fund (LWVEF) has been
helping selected groups of community leaders make a start toward finding answers
to many questions about land and water. Under a training grant from the Office of
Water Program; of the Environmental Protection Agency, formerly the Federal
Water Quality Administration (FWOAL U.S. Department of the Interior. the Edhcation Fund has sponsored seventeen three-da) :;...minars under volunteer leadership
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

on problems of water quality and related land use in major river basins, lake
basins, and coastal areas. More than 1 4 0 0 men and women of 40 states have taken

part. A number of the seminars have inspired local financial support for later
meetings along similar lines. Several thousand persons have been served through
these and other follow-up activities.
In 1967, the Education Fund. with the assistance of a grant front the FWOA,
published Land and Water for TnnorrowTraining Community Leaders: A
thindhvok, This guide for planning river basin seminars under volunteer leadership outlined a seminar technique through which selected leaders could learn how
to go about broadening the knowledge of their own citizen groups in cooperation
with others so that the whole community might be informed.
Public interest in the quality of the physical environment has exploded during
the six years since these seminars began. Federal laws have established new policies
and programs. News media have vastly expanded reporting on the nature, extent,
and effect of pollution. Organized citizen activity has surged to unprecedented
levels as citizens strive to prevent environmental degradation, demand innovative
legislation and even constitutional amendments, press for new privileges of litigation
and for new criteria against which to.measure -economic benefits.Greater challenges lie ahead. As interrelationships between all aspects of the
natural environment become clearer. their complexity grows more bewildering.
Society faces basic questions about economic and population growth patterns and
their effect on energy supplies and land usc. It is vital that informed citizens everywhere take part. in these grave social and political decisions.
A method of bringing diverse groups of citizens together to survey the many
aspects of an environmental problem is therefore even more useful today than
in 1965.
This new edition of the manual on planning land and water use seminars for
citizen leaders draws on Education Fund experience gained through seventeen such
seminars. It updates information on governmental and institutional tools useful to
citizens seeking solutions to their water resource problems. Organizational techniques outlined in it are adaptable to small local conferences, multicounty or

statewide projects, or conferences of national scope. They are

useful in

irranging meetings for leadership training on any environmental problem.
3
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INITIATING THE PROJECT
COALS ..1.NO SCOPE

In undertaking a project on environmental quality
or any other subject, a group must first decide on its
objectives in relation to an identified need, determine
what kind of project would best fulfill those objectives, and then draw up a plan of opei.ation, including
a budget.
In its lurid and water seminars the objective of the
League of Women Voters Education Fund has been
to meet the need for more public understanding of
and support for wise use of land and water resources.
The League has observed that residents of different
states or regions in a river basin, or a problem-shed

are often unaware of each other's needs and uninformed about the multiple effects stemining from
abuse of land or water. Sometimes people are unaware that a pollution or use problem exists. Rusi-,
aess, civic. industrial, agricultural, conservation, and
other groups lack communication channels by which

to discover mutual interests and areas of possible
agreement. Even well-established groups are Sometimes unaware of upcoming decisions affecting the
environment in their own area or unequipped to participate in decision-making. Many organizations understand the need and opportunities for citizen involvement but find the problems so enormous that
sorting out priorities for attention seems impossible.
The Education Fund has sou,ght to inform community leaders and stimulate them to show their own
organizations and other groups how to take a more
effective part in the land and water decisions facing
their areas. Where involvement of citizens i, already
strong, the Education Fund seeks to help them enhance their effectiveness as they search for new solutions. perhaps across established jurisdictions or contrary to traditions.
The basic format it has used to these ends is a
series of three-day seminars for participants drawn
from diverse groups throughout the geographic ;irea
of concern. Fifty participants has proved to be a
good number- -large enough to be stimulating and
representative and to establish a nucleus of informed
4

leadership for future educational activities throughout an area, yet smdll and flexible enough for group
discussion and easy social mixing. Participants are

not asked to pay their expenses, for two reasons:
planners arc free to choose participants for potential
leadership rather than ability to pay, and participants
feel responsible for follow-up activity.
Each seminar to date surveys water resource problems specific to a basin or region, outlines govern-

mental functions and legal framework relating to
water management in the area, and presents examples

and techniques of citizen action. To encourage a
spirit of genuine inquiry and uninhibited exchange
of views, no votes arc taken, no resolutions passed.
To stimulate interest in follow-up and spark
ideas

between

regions: LAND AND WATER

ROUNDUP, ;in informal newsletter, is sent to seminar attendees for two years.

FUNDING A SEMINAR
If a proposed project requires funding from outside
-ources, the organizing group should inquire of prospective donors whether they will entertain a request
for a grant. The organizing group will then prepare
its propositl-in the format preferred by the interested
foundation, government agency, corporation, or individual, following any guidelines the prospective
donor suggests.
A proposal describes the nature and source of the
problem to be addressed, points out the need for the
project, states the objectives, lists the anticipated accomplishments, and presents a budget. The plan of
operation should be outlined in sonic detail.
The contributions which the applicant is prepared

to make in money and volunteer time and skills
should be stated and financial needs explained.

DRAWING UP A BUDCET PR9POSAL
The estimated budget accompanying applications
three-day seminars should include

for funds for

travel, meals. and lodging for seminar participants,
committee, and speakers; printing and mimeographing. long-distance telephone, clerical work, postage,
other local expenses for planning the seminar and
for encouraging follow-up activities: and cost of guidance aml help needed from the sponsoring group,
including travel, staff salary and office expenses,

so that seminar participants can keep in touch without prohibitive travel expenses'? Is there need to
bring together widely dispersed residents or opposing interests for discussion of a watershed On which
they all depend and which they all affect?

The intensified efiort possible in a small area is
tempting, but this advantage should be weighed
against the need to find basin-wide or regional solutions to environmental problems or against the wisdom of serving a larger area within which problems
are similar. Travel facilities and costs must also be
considered. Are travel .onnections within the area

long-distance telephone calls, mailings. ctc. ( Detailed
budget guidance will be found On page 37.)

All local committee members for Education Fund
land and water seminars have been volunteers, but
postage, printing, travel, and other expenses they incurred for the seminars and follow-up activity were
part of the project budget.

reasonably good?

For most local organizations, the geographic area
of concern is already established. A national organization wishing to initiate a project in a particular
region must make_sure, that local leadership is
available. A competent general chairman able to
devote substantial time to the project is essential.
For example, when the Education Fund is exploring
the feasibility of specific land and water seminars,
state Leagues of Women Voters in the areas under

SELECTINC AN APPROPREATE AREA
In selecting areas for specific projects, consider
questions like these: Is there one outstanding common problem which recurs over a wide area? Is there
public concern about a regional environmental problem? Is there an issue that provides a focus for citizen

consideration are asked whether they would be interested and whether 'they:could suggest trained leaders
to form the core of a regional planning committee.

concern? Cali a region be defined large enough to
encourage a regional lipproach yet compact enough
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THE PLANNING COMMITTEE
SETTING UP THE PLANNING
column-TEE

seek .suggestions from university, civic, conservation.
and official contacts. From these recommendations,
several experts from the region to he covered by the
seminar, representing various -interests concerned
with water quality and water resources (or whatever
the subject may be), are then asked to serve on the

Let us assume that youthe sponsoring group or
organizatiOnhave decided to 'mid a seminar, have
roughly defined the geographic area and the theme.
and have found a general chairman. Careful selection

planning committee. Later they attend the seminar
as members of the committee. They bring different
points of view, and their participation assures broad

of the planning committee is the most important of
the general chairman's first tasks.
The .key ingredient of League of. Women .Voters

support.
Members of a university faculty, conservationists,
and representatives of state or regional agencies can

EducatiOn Fund seminars, the bringing together of
diverse and sometimes conflicting interests in a working situation, is applied first in formation of the planning committee.

be helpful in developing the program. So can representatives of important businesses or industries in the
area, whose help in recruiting participants from the
business community will be indispensable. A newspaper editor has useful sources of information and
publicity outlets. If there is a present or potential human health problem, include a medical doctor. Several skills, much knowledge, and considerable effort
go into a successful conference, and pl-',ning committee members need to understand that in accepting
the invitation to serve on the committee. each is
agreeing to accept and discharge particular responsihilities,

A planning committee for a seminar should include both sponsor and nonsponsor membersmen
and women---with a range of occupational and avoca-

tional interests. all drawn from the geographic area
covered by a seminar.

A total of 15 to 20 members has proved to be
effective. Too large a group becomes unwieldy; too

small a group lacks the variety of viewpoints and
the manpower needed to do the planning job. A few
well-known persons lend prestitze, but the committee
is essentially a working group, with each member
expected to do his share.

For an interstate seminar, each state involved
should be represented on the planning committee,
preferably by' both a member and a nonmember of
the spomoring organization. The major areas within
a region, too, should be represented if possible. This
representation helps in recruiting participants from
each location, in gathering background data, in obtaining speakers, and especially in planning program
content arid in follow-up.
Committee members should know who are the
local civic leaders, who helps to form opinion, and
lmw key elements of their governments work. Each
member should be sensitive to the needs, interests,
.

and prejudices of the area he represents but he willing
to cooperate with other groups.
In the search for nonsponsor members of the plan-

ning committee, the chairman will have the advice
and help of the sponsoring organization and should

MEETINGS OF THE PLANNING
COMMITTEE
Two meetings of the full planning committee are
necessary, with a third it' it will be productive and
the budget permits. A full day should be allotted to
each. The first meeting should take place about six
months before the probable date for the seminar.
To . settle many details and save planning -committee time, the committee members belonging to
the sponsoring Organization should meet the day before for preliminary planning, tentative assignments,
discussion of the budget, and briefing on guidelines
and administrative network.
The first full planning committee meeting is the
time to discuss project goals, firmlY' establish the
geographic boundaries, and elicit both expert and lay

9
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At the second full rneettng three\or four months
later, hut no later than two months before the seminar. tlie committee will select participants from the
list of nominees review the program. and plan for
publicity and kits. Decisions on whether to tape the
conference and about whether topublish.a.summary,
or report are made final at this time. Here is a uood
opportunity to discuss follow-up opportunities,
plans, and arrangements. and perhaps to set a date

A CHECK LIST FOR
GENERAL CHAIRMAN
Help select a balanced. representative planning
committee
Make all subcommittee assignments

fo:- a post-semin,ar evaluation session. With all members up to date' On seminar prospects, any required

Establish workable lines of communication with

.policv decisions inav be made by the committee at
this time.

all committee members
Set up a time schedule and sec that it is followed

Make final decisions on motel, letterhead. printing and mimeographing. date. location and auenda
of all planning meetings, etc.
Supervise and coordinate all mailings
Attend all program committee meetings
Sign recruitment letter

GENERAL Cl/A1RMAN'S DUTIES
The GENERAL CHAIRMAN will want to have
probable committee assignments and a tentative work

plan in mind before the tirst planninu meeting. Indeed, he should. in consultation with his organiza-

Conduct meeting of planning committee on night
before seminar opens to review all program and

tion, insure that needed talent or experience from the
sponsoring organiZation will be available on the com-

arrangement details

mittee and that certain key members are willing to
assume specific responsibilities, particularly for program, recruitment, follow-up, and publicity.

Establish adequate method to handle seminar's
finances and keep accurate records

At seminar, be available to greet participants,
open and close the program, introduce a speaker,
or whatever is required

The general chairman should send Out an advance
agenda, well before the first planning committee
meeting, and ask committee members to come prepared with certain information.

See that thank-you notes are written.

The general chairman will maintain close supervision over all activities of the planning committee,
chiefly by mail or.telephone. In consultation with the
sponsoring organization, the chairman makes final
decisions on all matters of policy and on important
details. As an ex-officio member of each subcommittee, he should receive copies of all correspondence.
As project coordinator, be will keep members up to

views on the nature and dimensions of the problem(s) the seminar is to deal with. Topics to be cov-.
ered and names of good speakers should be proposed.

Recruitmcnt should be discussed thoroughly and
apportionment of places.among the geographic areas
decided hy the committee. Members should be asked

date on what eaCt1 suheonlmillee is doing. This intercommunication- is imperative where committee members live in different states.

to suggest organizations and individuals to bc considered in recruitment and kit material to be solicited.
Initial recommendations for publicity, public relations, and recording the seminar should be sought,

specialists are essential, of course, on the program

and there must be some discussion of follow-up aims.
(See following chapters for more (letail.)

subcommittee.) He will probably need some paid
secretarial help to handle the correspondence and

In this tirst meeting the location and firm dates

should have access to mimeographing. addressing,
and mailing services.
The chairman approves all local expenditures and

The chairman should have administrative ability
but need not be a specialist in water resources. (Such

of the seminar should he settled if possible. suhcommittee assignments made, the budget outlined, and
committee work schedule set up. At its conclusion.

everyone should know who is going to do what.

10

keeps an accurate record of the running budget
balance.

SUBCOMMITTEES AND THEIR DUTIES
These subcommittees are recommended:

Recruitment Committee

p, 11

l'rogram Content Committee

p. 21

Follow-up Committee

p. 28

Arrangements Committee

p, 29

Mts Committee

p, 32

Publicity Committee

p, 34

Printing and N1imeographing Committee

p, 36

There will also be secretarial and financial duties to assign (p. 3 7).
Work on subcommittee assignments must begin promptly after the first planning
committee meeting and continue throughout the planning period, during which
time the program. recruitment, and follow-up subcommittees will need to meet
separately.

Committee .chairmen are normally selected front members of the sponsoring
organization who are on the planning committee. Other planning Committee
members serve primarily on the program and recruitment subcommittees. although
sometimes one of these members will volunteer to cheek motels in his vicinity
or
help get wider press coverage, etc. Nonsponsor members .help in other
ways, too
for instance, by recommending material for kits, obtaining materials in quantity,
and providing audiovisual equipment and operators.
C.'ommittee assignments may have to be adjusted after the planning committee
has decided on the location for the seminar. The arrangements chairman, for
example, should live near the selected site. If the site is in or near a large ei.ty,
usually the public relations chairman should he from that arca.

There will be pape'r work for all, much correspondence, many telephone calls.
At least one crisis is inevitable for every big project. But past committee members
have found the returns well worth the work. Newly aroused leadership inspires
new thinking and activity in the area. The local sponsoring organization receives
new recognition and finds its contacts greatly broadened. Individual
committee
inembers widen and deepen their own knowledge and background while developing new skills. Most important, new alliances are forged.
9

COUNT-DOWN FOR MAJOR PLANNING STEPS

SUBCOMMITTEES
First meeting full Planning Committee
Decision on location, definition of scope,
organization of subcommittees

6 MONTHS

/Preparation of recruitment brochure, nomination
form

-Reservation of meeting space
_Assembling of recruitment list
/Decision on program framework. follow-up
/Budget

5 NIONTHS

Send out recruitment brochure w/ nonlinating
form, tentative program outline
.Collect possible kit materials

4 MONTHS

Deadline for nominations
-Secure all speakers, order visual aids

3 MONTHS

-:Choose participantssend them acceptance form,
room reservation slip, list of participants
----- Notify individuals not selected.and all
organizations

2 MONTHS

Select and order kit materials, advance study
materials
*

\ Draft problems for discussion sessions
.1Mail to participants: publicity request,
financial instructions
mill arrangements, menus, etc.
--Print program

I MONTH

'Send out advance study materials

2 WEEKS

Prepare final kits
News announcements to media

1 WEEK

Planning Committee arrives

I DAY
SEMINAR

RECRUITMENT: WHO AND WHY

state legislator who serves on a committee deciding

On his committee, the RECRUI IMENT CHAIRMAN needs at least one person from each state or
locale. The chairman also needs access to a mimeographing or plwtocopying machine, stationery, and
lots of stamps,

whole scope of problems presented. He can put the
information to good use as well as leaven the discussions. Young people and representatives of minor-

on any aspect of land- and/or water-use policies
usually appreciates the opportunity to view the

ity groups may add important points of view.
short, the committee
water and conservai'
Good questions

',Igested par-

ticipant are: "Wh
to the seminar'?
What can he take
Choice of participants must he related to goals of
a particular seminar. Each planning committee
should adapt and expand these guidelines to fit its
own situation, trying to avoid having too many ex-

IMO SHOULD BE INVITED
Solutions to resource problems often entail social
and political decisions with wide implications that
need to be understood in the community. Seminar
recruitment systems are designed to locate and attract citizen leaders from diverse segments of the
community, leaders who can benefit from an opportunity to learn mtwe about land and water, governmental structure, or citizen effectiveness; who will
also benefit from an increased understanding of the
conflicts among each other's interests; and who win
in turn stimulate their own colleagues and constituents to take an active and concerned role,
Getting the right participants is vital to the success of this type of proieet. They should be present
or potential community leader; represent* varied

perts, officials, industrialists, or conservationists. The
committee should bear in mind that these categories
will assuredly be represented on the faculty, too.

SELECTING THE PARTICIPANTS
Developing a Hst of organizations within the seminar
9 re a

The first step in recruitment is to collect names of
organizations active in the seminar area and interested in land and water issues. In this, the recruit-

economic, occupatituial, geographic, and avoeational
interests, with varied approaches to land and water

resource use. 'Hwy should have follow-up activity
outlets that will enable them to reach business, labor, civic, professional, industrial, or agricultural

nient chairman needs everyone's help. Before the
planning committee meeting, someone from
each state should be asked to assemble a current,
comprehensive list of organizations in his st,te, If
organizations are to be asked to send names of
nominees (see p. 1 3), the current president's name
and atklress will also be needed.
Among the obvious organizations are ehambers
fitst

groups, the news media, and educational services.
kxamples of lay participants whose organizations

have an interest in related matters might include

In

beyond the

a

manufacturer whose industry requires water; a developer whose business involves land use, requires
water supply and sewers. and affects land and water

of commerce, garden clubs, industrial groups, sportsmen's clubs, farm groups, labor unions, conservation organizations. student and other youth groups.
teachers, and service clubs.

resources; a labor leatle,; a professional whose al(Mations are with planning, design, or engineering of

land or water projects; an editor whose newspaper
neglects such issues; an titliecr of a preservation or
garden society that has not become involved or
effective in broader environmental affairs; a mayor;
a teacher; an inner-city resident; a law student; a
rancher; a retailer; a hmiker.
Au evpert, too, may benefit from insight into the
social and economic aspect: of competing demands
on available land and water or into the workings of

The Cumverrothin Directors, issued annually by
the National WikIlife Federation, the three-volume
Fncyclopedia of SP )ciationsmilohle al university and large eity librariesstate yearbooks or public affairs. directories put out by the Oeneral Federation of Women's Clubs and chambers of commerce, local library listings, and the women's; state,
business, and form pages of local newspapers are all
sources of this hind or information,

government or the dynamics of cid/en action, A
I. a

I I

\AIHO NOIAINITES?

OFFIC1A LS A ND ORGANIZATIONS THAT

'mu;
NIA Y BE ASK ED TO NOMINATE PARTICIPANTS

Conservation Groups
Scientists and Engineers for Appalachia
Auduhon society
Citizens for Wilderness Plannir
Federation of garden cluhs
Nature Conservancy
Environmental council
Wilderness Society
lien's Canyon Preservation Council
Association of Soil Conservation Districts
.Sierra Club
Stale Wildlife Federation
Watershed association
izaak Walton League
Canoe club. hiking club

Trout Unlimited
Academic World
Student government
Water Resources Research Center

Chairman of departmentnatural sciences, engineering,
planning. political science.
Student Council on Pollution and Environment (SCOPE)
Dean of faculty or law school
Education association
School board
1110 school principal
Parent teachers association
Professional Societies & Associations
Engineering society: civil, electrical, chemical, mechanical
Farmers Chemical Association, Inc,
Cattleman's association

American Institute of Architects
Board of realtors
Cieological society

American Trial Lawyers Association
Farm Bureau Federation
Ecological Society of America
Association of land planners
Association of landscape architects
Wildlife Society
Society of American Foresters
Oceanographic institute
Industry & Business
Lumber mill, paper. pulp
Mining company. mining association
('hemical industry
Petroleum milusiry taint components)
Food processing industry

Test& indu,Iry
Steel company
Electric power companies

fighway plamwts and hinkleis
Aquaculture industry

AZIANOMAW

l.arge-scale farming
Associated Industries of state
Associated General Contractors
Industrial foundation
Fisheries association
Resort association
Marina builders

Land developersrecreational. resi

int, et,

Feedlot operators
Sand, gravel industry
Offshore minerals industry

Labor
AFL-CIO or area labor council
United Steelworkers, Oil. Chemical & Atomic Workers,
United Auto Workers
State organizations or locals
Health
Medi,.:al Society
Nursing Association
Dental Society

Government
State fisheries. wikllife, parks department
Mayor, city manager, or city council
1.eader or speaker. state legislature

Governor
Extension services
Department of planning and community affairs
State health board
Association of counties
Water resources board
R iver Basin Commission
Zoning commission

Quasi-Governmental
Economic development district
Regional planning commission
Rural development district
Civic, Service & Special Interest
Women's organization
lloy Scouts, Girl Scouts
441. Future Farmers of America
Lions. Kiwanis. Rotary. Jaycees

Junior league
League of Women Voters
Citizens or homeowners association
American Legion
Church or religious groups

Media
NmsPaPer publisher or editor
Manager. television or radio station
Outdoor Writers Association

The list of orpnizations interested in land and
water use in a river basin may numher 250 or more,
from which fifty seminar participants will be chosen.
The selection can he inade in a numher of ways.
Obtaining nominations
,Vothalatioar froth the recnithacal aaa the Nanning
ciwthithees
.1 he planning committee can assume

responsibility for nominating the participants. Each
collunittee memher suggests names of organizations
and individuals to he considered, accompanying his
suggestion with the fullest possible information on
each, phis his reasons for the nomination. The recruitment committee seeks out supplementary information and then meets to select participants mid
alternates to recommend for the full committee's
consideration. At its second meeting', the planning
committee makes the final decisions. Invitations are
then sent promptly to the individuals chosen.
Nwathatinas joaa tech.(' nr,eaniztaitmv
In a
variation of the first method, the planning committee
individually and collectivelyinvestigates each
organization on the list to learn whether it has leaders who would be promising participants. The planning committee then selects fifty organizations and
asks each to nominate someone to attend the seminar. These nominees are then invited.
,Voththathat.; Inmt lltany or.erttliOlittns
Where
the planning committee does not know the area's orga-

nizations or individual leaders well enough to inake
direct selections, many organizations can be asked

to nominate partkipants from whom the planning
committee can choose.

A letter, .signed hy the general chairman, asks
each organization to nominate one of its leaders on
an enclosed form, An attractive reeruitnient brochure and a tentative outline of the program explain
the project, stimulaW the organization's interest, and

guide its selection of a nominee. Include a list of
planning committee nwnibers with their affiliations.
Rememher the name and address of tl,ie recruitment
chairman for returns.
Fach of these pieces should have the approval of
the general chairman. Mail them w heart jour-lontqv.
half numtbv heforc the seminar. State the deadline
for return on the form and in the letter or brochure
;ind set 0 at lean
tmmrhs before the

seminar date and two weeks before the second planning committee meeting.

If. as nominations come in, sonic categories are
underrepresentec, the recruitment committee suggests nominees. The recruitment chairman erimpiles
information received about those nominated and
presents it to the planning committee, which selects
the fifty names to whom invitations are sent.
The advantage to this procedure is that it alerts
whole grritips to the pnitect and confers organizational hacking on the persons selected. The disadvantage is th:o ninny nominees must be rejected
simply ho
lie number of participants is strictly
lim itt
c and occupational variety is
sough \ s
asons have little to do with a
nominc,
.,ations, misunderstanding and resentment nut) result.

Preparing the lists

Whatever the source of nominations, the recruitment chairman prepares a list of nominees for recruitment committee and full planning committee
consideration. Nominees tire grouped by states or
localities, with a thumbnail sketch of eachoccupation, background, interests, and organization or person nominating him, Thorough background information about nominees who are members of state, loeal, and regional boards and commissions is especially needed, so that the planning conimittee can

decide whether an official's thinking will be so
strongly determined by his private interests that he
will not benefit from or add to the balance of the
seminar. If possible, send the list to committee members before the second planning meeting.

Recruitment chairmen find it helpful to assemble
information abont etich noniince on a separate card
with space for home town, occupation, professional
training, official and volunteer posts held, avocation,
and affiliations. By sorting the cards as nominees are
considered, a recrllitmellt chairman can quickly
check on geographic, occupational, or organizational
balance of the group.

Choosing those to invite

In selecting the participants., tho planning committee will take into account these factors:
Is the nominee a Icader of tlw organization',)
13

SNAKE RIVER BASINLand and Water for
Tomorrow
it

A Seminar tor Citizens
Juno 3-4-5,1971

Bodoway Inn, Boise, Idaho
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The Snake River Basin in Perspective
An economic commodity? An ecological community?
what's in the basin?
Natural resources
Human resources --- who's in the basin?

Both?

HaOitat of the Snake
How do we use and misuse our land - forest range - rural - urban?
How does land use affect water quality?
How may the Public Land Law Review Commission Report affect the future of twothirds of the basin's land?

Water of the Snake
How does water law govern life in the basin?
power companies
farmers
municipalities
Who needs Me water
the rivo-?
the land
wildlife
men
industries
indivi:tuak

sports-

Who Should Decide Our Basin's =.-,
Who's in charge here
Fisheries and Wildlife
tal Protection Agency?

Sports
Corps of LH : 'leers -- Bureau I Reclan:iation
EnvironmenPacific t. ,' vest River Basins Comniissi!,li
'le citizen lit in?
Where dc

What Are the Costs and Who Pa.,
What distinctive economics apply

land and water uses?

How Can We Keep the Snake Alive?
a healthy river which
Can we set priorities for protecting our most vital resource
will 'noel all our needs?
Participants will determine limn the seminar's information the land and water use
problems pertinent to Men geoaraphic areas.

What Do Citizens Need to Kncw for Successful Acticn?
private organhow to wcit"th wernmental uluricuir
How Id del Om facts
-1 earced -- how to clov-1) public undt.r
how to got I,wo;
i

,o

,ho,;

the altermmve,

111:1+

flOw to ofur

uti

citizen ()fled

.;so use el the

What CA-- We Learn From (%v;
Ca-Izu I'? Action?

los of Successful and Lusuccessful

CoMiNUNIT"i.+LE(ipEl* cONFERiNcE
CI 10:NS' SEMINAR
4t..tal

F.

i, Mid Wattrs

ot N.

.16

ngland

7. .7

Awl /, H, 9, 19/0

-

Shef.ilon FlyaoHn Ion Ilyawn M.Aulthinell3

:0-

The recruitment brochure to the left accompanied
invitatiOns to individuals selected as participants
and was their first information about the seminar.
On this page are a brochure and letter asking for
nominations, both to be Sent to organizations.
-4
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Docs he have good organizational connections
or potential for ellectke follow-up?
1)oes he ;dread\ have some interest?

CHECK LIST FOR
RECRUITMENT CHAIRMAN

1)oes his organization agree to cooperate?

If he k already an expert. should he he con-

Coordinate with 2.eneral chairman of planning commince. on ;ill mailings

sidered as a 't.,ikt.i tO panel member instead?
Is he receptke to new information and different
p,iints of view?
\ bout some nominees, there will he immediate
agreement. Vhen the list approaches 30 or so, pause
to look at the oxerall picture. Is the list geograpincall% halanced? ls it balanced for occupations and

Collect names and addresses of interested organizations, with name of current president or executive
officer Of Organizations to be asked to nominate
Send recruitment letter or hrochure, with nominatIing form (if this method selected), or
('ollect names and addresses of individual nominees

interests? Speeial ;mention may he required to obtain
representation from certain areas or interests. Changes

and coordinate research of recruitment committee
(if this method selected)
Make list of nominees, with thumbnail sketch of

inay

neccssar to round out die coverage.
Don't expect 1 00 percent acceptance and do an-

ticipat:: a few inexitable last-mmute caneellations.
hercforc, to have 50 partieipants. send in y.tat,ons

backesound and affiliation
Help planning committee choose 50 participants
Invite those selected (and notify those not selected

to (it) persons and authorize the recruinnent chairman to select last-minute additions from a reserve

lir

if third method used, as well as the organizations
which nominated)

IN V1.1 INC HE P.% RTICIP.N FS

Enclose hiochure, resersation and acceptance forms
Compile lists of participants with addresses and

\\hen the ins itation hst

is

him. the reel

chairman (tonnes those selected

I ettels

organizational affiliation, to mimeograph for kits
I.ist for follow-up chairman those not selected
Work with general, publicity, arrangements chairmen, give lists to kits and follow-up chairmen
I lelp with registration at seminar

:ent
aeni

Acceptance iornl, to he suh. they understand
mmitment !,,) attendance ior the full three
dais and to follow up ,ictisit%. Participants sign this
born and leturn It io the recinitment chairman.
b
Room reset xation slip. Participants till out
this form and retuin it to the recruitment chairman,
who turns it oser hi the arrangements chairman
'Mimeographed list of ;ill selected participants,
unh their addiesses and the names of organizations
the i('plesent. ( Ith, list facilitates car-pooling It
call he soot 51/4 ith the latei pieseminar
de
seithed on P. 331
A mole kb:toiled list ol spedkers or progiam,
ieadv and funds peiniit
a

then

ADAPTINC RECRUITNIENT PROCEDURES
TO NEEDS
All recruitment procedines can be altered in Stner:d ways, For example, to reach more widely into

the community. nominations of members of thc

I

It nominations %Selo rciplesteil

sponsoring organization arc strictly limited, though
its local chapters should be asked to nominate people from their towns. However. particularly well
qualified members from the sponsoring organization
may he accepted ;is nominees,
Vw(Igraphic balance is desirable, but for sonic
seri.illars it may be appropriate to weight representation toward a particula h)e.tde
Fach phmning committee should adopt the recrIll.

organizatioas,

l'h111111,111 ,1111) Mit ties

lndis lti,k noi selected, H. a personal lett
,ICI1

(11V,Ill1/,111011

11110NC 11011111lees

Illellt method suitable for its members and its area.
hearing in mind that the go;il is lit achieve leadership
representation from diverse ;iihl conflicting intere,t,,

11/401C

coulteous explanation of the leaL,
( lioanwations ix hose nominee

st*ICCICki. 55 oh
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LAND AND WATER SEMINAR
ACCELERATED EROSION

ACCELERATED GROWTH

Sediment, Our Wasted Wealth
April IS,

1971

Dear XxxXxxx :

We are pleased to invite you to
Baltimore West: loliday Inn, starting
and ending at 300 P.M. Thursday, ttly
tinder n grant from tne Water Quality
Protection Agency.

a Land and Water :Aiminar at the

at 9:00 A.M. Teesday, May 25,
27.
The 11eminar is financed
Office of the Environmental

Enclosed i6 a general outline of the proposed program which will
concern urban-suburban erosion and sedimentation problems and solutions.

A distinguished faculty has agreed to serve as stimulators of
di scussion, and you are one of f iity comunniity leaders from Maryland,
Virginia and tie District of Columbia who have been selected to part to i pat e.
i st
i s del ibei at el y sma 1 1 and careful ly
Tne inv i tat ion
cnosen
a f ree flow of ideas from indivi,!uals with a wide
I

to add that ko0

permit.,
to provide transfo facilit.oe the making of
final arrangement i, we ask taat you reply to it invitation on the
COE 1
Card by roe oday, April 20.
... ore

portation a a

,

..,1,:ort

ofT.lotia I. ecloinws.

We look forward to your at.tendan:e at

eminar on May 25.

t hilt

Your pre,enee will help assure its success.

today and tomorrow

SNAKE RIVER BASIN
Seminar on Land and Water Use

2815 Wrilmtolond
ltloina .1111

idaro ,401

it/ lie

Vilg

one

of Ein icirticiptiot,t

JAW,
UM' ill OW
fri,im

ro::

1 la II! lIt 1.1.4i -day seminar on land 'Ind w

[ii iala1111 a 11

The meeting will be held at the Hodeway Inn in Boise,
Tintriday through mid-aidernoon Saturday.

W1,01010011
I 11.1ti

II.

Kay decisions hot the snake litter Basin on pre, at anti futtint tows of land and
Illure and more
water are constantly Inong made, ..5s a community leader till will

involved in making tilos, doinsions that will affect the live" of us all. This seminar,
sponsored hy the 1,angtic it: Women 'oters Fdtication runt!. provides an opportunity tor

V-OPIC ill the fields of land and
1,i Ohlaill for 111;1110II fr1.1111 ollistanding
variety of activities and interests
ix.iier management. You ',Lill meet leaders from 11
in the Sunko River Bashi :mil he able to exchange ideas with them. The enclosed brochure
offers additiomil
pal

Travel, [mid

110111 a 11101leiii grant to the

lodging Utiiii8

\V"1" ''"'"itY 'lit"' 01 liW Enturottii"t,il
frt""
this largo a group of participants
iiro-r

in

gl'lll:y, \VAS
the seminar. wie

Ili; in the ',inn. are irrange to travi'l
11:11
ill particip.w, will lie milled 1." '.att Mu I' .
.1111

tAc hop,

til

conrol,it

NI I

A list

t, 010 usia uul

ii

the Strilse !liver liasm to
II,;('S

1:1111.1 :Intl

1 111 1

the seminal 'I lie
, der, An oidstandinii Licultv w ill
tor ton.stion,t ti 11,cnsotons Inlnvon !tic t.tt oltt
heihde inelailes min
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program
and Ow p
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101'
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II
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black it/ VOW 1'0111 11111110v 1111.;1,
In' a 1111000;111
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\Ye do hope You will

bc able to attend.

:to

-

'I In, nital

00111g titrno
te

)14.44.it' V,'

Ala I
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ARKANSAS-WHITE-RED RIVER BASIN
Senuneir on Lam! and Water Use

today and tomorrow
1012 Elmwood Dove
Noonan, Oklahoma 73069

Dear
We ar9, pleased to inform you that your candidalt,,.
tu
participate in the Seminar on Land and Water l'1. ;omorro,
Red River Basin, to be held at the Downtown Holiday Inn, Fort jmith, Arkqrao, March 11-1/3-19, 19n. His qualifications should contribute greatly
'the success of this pilot project.

Your cooperation has been most helpful, and we know that your support and
continuing Interest will be of great assistance to
when he undertakes follow-up activities in your area.
We are in direct contact with
to whom we shall send all details of the Seminar.
We look forward to a continuing cooperation between our organizations.
Sincerely yours,

GULF OF MEXICO COASTAL WATERS SEMINAR
Sabine River to the Florida Keys

January JO.

DoAT

1970

mrminity

xt

y'ou

Watetq Suroirtir

be hal I

ot interest in th, Calif of !!cx1::, Cc stal
in Pensacola in :tarot,

14
'0, anttinpat,
ut brochure, we have had many more nominoes than
we ,:ir accept,
- at, awing priotity to several categories: those

who rerresent u ult:ations or interests Twt already represented in the
jeminai and th,
who miy not already have 4 background of experience in
..'astal water development and management.
I
am sure you
Ati .
under,tmid that
tryinci primarily tc exl'and citizen comprehension
the problem.;. tattier than gather together a 4roup of experts to talk
t 0,2. h
Lb,
1. To that :1.4 grass roots action will toliult,

Peortfully,
nave
iiant will
you

ive

I

tuin down your nomination,

However, wo hop, we

FollowirA .110 f;umin3r, e.,11 parInt,urost.
his own community.
1111.0,01 a vrogram or prograou-

1.1ahumq and cArrytml

it th,o1

fItnc,rely yairs,

Forms to be completed and returned, enclosed with the invitations to participants, are informal in tone yet convey firmly that
those who attend accept the serious purpose of the seminar.

show hint how and where to find further information
and help.

PROGRAM: WHAT, HOW, AND WHO

PROGRAM FORMAT

The Pri)gram Committee plans the seminar pro-

gram and invites the speakers. Project goals and

Although no format will guarantee a successful

program topics discussed at the first meetine of the
planning committee guide the program committee.
which presents its plan for discussion and suggestions at the second planning committee Taming.
Frequent revisions of the proposed proeram. formal
letters to speakers, and communication wvzh planning committee members responsible for printing,
public relations, and arrangements are part of the
program subcommittee's challenging work.
The committee has an immediate assignment: to
draw up.a general outline of program torcs to be
incorporated into the recruitment brochure or enclosed with thc recruitment letter. An interesting
outline which captures the essence of the semintw
and suggests its content will enhance the appeal of
the invitation. Obviously, at this stage it will be impossible to list speakers names.
The PROGRAM CHAIRMAN should be ;: member of the sponsoring organization and .must be
knowledgeable about the subject of the seminar, For
the I WV F F land and water sennmtr,, for evunple,

program. certain conditions are necessary: able

speakers. a clear structural relationship between thc
parts, variety and change of' puce, ample .audience
participation,

A successful plan can he built around two major
speakers, one philosophical and one informational,

The firstthe keynoterwill set the local or

second will deal, front his expert knowledge', with
one major facet of the seminar theme, For the rest
of the program, vary the format. Use shorter talks,
panels, films and slides, and small-group sessions.
After-dinner sessions are an accepted part of a
seminar, but they should not be too heavy or run too
late. Everyone is grateful to have his time used to
full advantage, but enough is enOugh. A major talk
by a noted speaker will he well received 6n thc first
evening. A short, lively talk, small group discussions, a film, or a series of inspiring and informative
case histories might be a happy choice for the second
evening. Or that evening could be used to bring together small groups of participants front the sante
locality to discuss its needs and how they can work
together at home.

a present or pasi League of Women Voters state
water resources chm;man usually handles this assign-

ment. The general chairman, the follow-up chairman, and several experts from the planning committee serve on the program committee, as do the public relations and kit chairmen, if geography and

Because participants should hare a chance to
participate, provide plenty of time throughout the pro-

f unds tlloss

gram for questions and discussion front the floor.
these

periods on the printed program. Ex-

changes between panelists liven up a program. Encourage them!
In planning the program format, ample time must
be allowed for eoffee/coke breaks in both morning
and afternoon sessions,
The program committee considers seating arrangements for meals. Plans could be made to seat participants according to area at one meal and to mix them

PROGRAM CONTENT

Tu make experts of the participants is 11,1 the
goal of the seminar program. Rather, the scoinar
should he designed to leave the participants \,17.11

re-

gional' situation or the problem (if, the seminar
focuses on one problem) in broad perspective; the

a

sense of the breadth of the problem; the complex
interrelationships of its e nv.ronmental, social, and
economic factors; and the importance of public participation in decisions.
.1 he challenge is to cover the highlights in three
daYs in waYs that awaken or enlarge a participant's
interest, impel hint to make ellective use of the information provided by' the program and the kits. put
hint in touch with other people of like interests, ,nd

at another. Packets of table assignments could be
given Out at registration time. Or the committee may

prefer not to make any assignments except to see
that speakers and connutttee distribute themselves
widely. Topics for discussion can he placed at each
table if you wish to emphasize the problem-solving
orientation of the seminar, or one meal could be

t
fool

21

reserved for discussion of their problems by area
groups. However, inealtimes are really not satisfactory for sessions at which decisions are to be taken
obtiut goals or follow-up.

water body, its tributaries, the land they drain, and
on groundwater. FNamples .of industries that have
successfully corrected their pollution problems or of
development harmonious with environment are more-effective than descriptions of harmful examples,
though these should not be glossed over.

ELEMENTS OF A COOD PROCRAM
In the EdUcation Fund land and water seminars
dealing with a basin or region, program content falls
into three categories: information about water and
the area, about governmental and legal institutional
arrangements for water quality management, about
techniques of effective citizen action. More specifically, these programs are usually built from the
following elements:

Institutional arrangements

Relevant local, slaw, and federal programs:
water management missions of agencies operating
in the region. Where authority over a water resource
has been delegated to a large private company, a
power or irrigation company or a port authority, for
example, that arrangement should not be overlooked.
2
Legal framework
3

Regional arrangements: what they are and

how they compare with others noteworthy for new

Keynote address

or outstanding techniques.

The keynote speaker may come from the academic, political, or government fields, or he may be
a scientist, regional planner, economist, or conservation official.

4

Water qualifY: whose problem? A regional

representative frorn ihe federal water quality agency
should be invited to describe his agency's operation,
tools at its disposOli problems of financing, coordination, and enforcement, and danger'spots. The current status of water quality standards will be important here as well as overlapping or conflicting

Water in the basin or region

authorities between agencies and between levels of

Water (river, lake, wawa/ watery, aquif('r) .as

a natural phenomenon and dN a resource: how it
serves man's needs, how it has been developed to
date. Several experts arc needed who can explain
the water needs of various segments of the total
community--agriculture, industry, municipal. recreation, power generation, transportation. Major existing projects for flood control, navigation, irrigation,

ground water and land development in the region
might be explained.
Pre/ects and programs euro.luly in preparathm
2

or planned ill the basin: not only developments on
the water body proper are appropriate, but largescale residential, commercial. and industrial development. extractive industries, highways, recreation or
conservation projects. power plants, livestock operations, even weather modification. All these directly
affect the water resource and are appropriate to the
program ir projected for the given area,
3
Water law: constraints it imposes on the solu!ions to problems, especially in the western Ilnited

government.
Planning for the future: work and composition
of any large-scale tmit whether a public body or not,

whose assignment includes jurisdiction over water
resources. How will these future developments affect
the local people and their physical environment?

What costs and benefits will these bring to all U.S.
citizens?

Presentations in this section of the program should
include answers to questions about public input into
government policies and programs. Is there an opportunity for public and official weighing of social
as well as traditional economic effects of alternative
solutions to water Problems'? Will governmental decisions be responsive to the wishes of the majority
of affected citizens? Are there gaps in jurisdiction or
in execution of programs? Where and how can civic
groups participate In decision-making? ls there a
need to cut across Jurisclictioiud lines?
Preparation for effective citizen action

States.
4

L t/i'tt

of ee(momic development: on

the

Case hislorieV hf eilken action: successful or
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unsuccessful-and-why examples or civic action told
by persons who led or participated in the activity.
Carefully chosen, these accounts are stimulating, they
show vividly what people can accomplish and Offer
a welcome change of Nee.
Problem solving in small groups: a common
technique for stimulating each individual to think
through a problem. Problem-solving groups give participants a chance to exchange ideas and to test their
own.

(See p. 25 for techniques of setting up and

handling problem-solving groups.)
3

Tools and techniques of citizen

taikired

to tit the needs of each seminar's participants.
Follow-up

in his own area. A congressman from elsewhere will
expect a fee, the size increasing with his prominence.
Planning committee members will be able to suggest professors, businessmen, association people, etc.,

who will talk over seminar plans with the program
chairman and recommend possible speakers. Some
subjects can he covered by faculty members from
area universities or officials of local, state, or regional agencies. Some parts of the program can be handled by planning committee members. Speakers can
help with more than one topic; for example, in addition to giving his talk a speaker can serve on a
panel, act as moderator, or be a resource person durir.g the problem-solving sessions. Don't overlook
good speakers from the sponsoring organization or
other civic groups.

Try to check with someone who has heard the
Plans for keeping in contact, getting -and sharing
information, assignment of initial goals and
ate responsibilities.

SELECTING SPAKERS
To make the complexities and conflicts of a land
and water situation clear to your audience, use seminar 'speakers of many viewpoints. Avoid filling the
program with conservationists or overweighting it
with industrialists and officials. Do use speakers from
different sections of your area.

:fry to choose speakers who are expert in their
fields. Try, too, to choose speakers who value citizen
effort and welcome new techniques and subjects for
community and regional action. If you approach a

federal agency or a corporation or business organization for a speaker, make clear your preference
for a person who actually deals with the problems ou
which you want him to speak yet is knowledgeable
in the whole field. A big name is not important; the
man with the title may or may not have the information you are seeking. Nor is the public relations officer usually the kind or speaker you want.
Consider the budget before inviting speakers. NVill
bringing someone from a great distance use up too
much of the money budgeted for speakers? Will the
govermnent agency pay the travel costs of its speakers? Federal departments, and some states and cities,
can pay travel e \penses when their people speak, but
requests often e weed agency funds. Will the senator

eyeet a large honorarium? A member of the U.S.
'ongress may he willingto speak without payment
24

proposed speaker. Do his manner and his presentation hold the interest of his audience? Does he speak
to his topic and make his ideas clear? Will he bring
fresh ideas for the seminar or give an old speech?
Don't depend on the fact that he wrote a good book
on the subject.
When inviting a speaker, explain the purpose of
the project, outline the program, and describe the
size and make-up.of the audience. Enclose a copy of
the recruitment brochure. In the first letter tell what
you wish the.; sPeaker to discuss or what point of
view you wish him to represent and approximately
how much time he will have on the program. State
unambiguously whether or not your organization will
pay his travel and seminar expenses. If prepared to
offer an honorarium, state the amount you are prepared to pay or inquire what he will expect to receive. The lAVVEF pra,:tice is to pay travel and living expenses for speakers whose agencies, companies, or organizations do not absorb the cost, but not
to pay honoraria.
Urge each speaker to come for the entire three
days, or. if he cannot do this, to stay as long as
possible. Whether or not he fills more than one spot
on the program. his continued presence will he valuable in informal discussions and in answering participants questions. lie may become keenly inter-

ested. decide to stay longer than he planned, and
take part in subsequent activities!
In your correspondence after a speaker accepts,
outline as specifically as possible what you wish him

to deal with in his presentation and the exact time
allotted for it. Send him a tentative program outline
showing what others will cover before and after his

talk. If he is

to he on a panel, let him know who

planning committee or present in other capacities

else is on it and, in some detail, what you have asked'

serve as discussion leaders; speakers and expert com-

each to cover. Tell panelists the name of the panel
moderator. Ask each speaker whether he will need
any special equipment such as a projector, and if so
what kind (and tell the arrangements chairman).
Ask him to send or bring 85 copies of his speech
(this need not apply to the "citizen action" and follow-up speakers) plus any reference material he

mittee members serve as resource people. Because
group participants always ask for more information
about the fictitious communities described in the
problems, a speaker or committee member might be
assigned to each group to make up hypothetical answers to such questions. The three leaders in each
group, but no one else, need copies of the problems

wishes to distribute.
Request his biography immediately and Aeep after
him m his secretary until you get it. Request a pho-

in advance.

tograph of the keynoter for newspaper use just be-

Setting up the problems

,

fore the seminar. Then send these to the public
relations chairman and the person in charge of the
printed program and supply a copy for the person

Problem-solving sessions are an opportunity to be
creativein planning the sessions and in working on
the problems. As a rule, each group is assigned a
different problem, for which it tries to work out a

who will he introducing him.

Before the seminar, speakers will need a hotel
reservation slip, instructions for reaching the hotel,
and any other advance information which is going to
the participants. Take care that the arrangements
chairman and program chairman do not each think
the other is sending this material to the speakers.
Both chairmen need to know how long each speaker
expects to stay.
After the seminar, the program chairman or the
general chairman writes a thank-you letter to each

suitable and effective citizen response.
One variation is to assign the same problem, with,

several alternative solutions briefly outlined, to all
groups. Each group discusses the implications of the
alternatives, fleshes out what citizens will need to
do to implement each, and chooses one.
Another effective approach to problem-solving
sessions is to assign participants to small groups according to place of residence. To make this structurc
work, have each group, early in the seminar select,
through discussion, and list thc major environmental
problems in its area. Later on, nearer the end of thc
substantive part of the program, each group meets
again to revise its list and to focus on issues most
needing citizen attention. These preliminary sessions
lead easily into discussion of "What to do when we
get hack home."
In a seminar concentrating on a single subject,
each problem-solving group might work on a plan
for problem analysis and a step-by-step strategy for

speaker.

PLANNING PROBLEM-SOLVING SESSIONS

Ifas training for effective citizen actionthe
program is to include problem-solving group sessions, the program committee should draft thc problems well in advance of the seminar. Problems
should not be too fanciful or too cdmplex but should
resemble real situations that participants might face
in their own communities. However, problems
should not be identical with any well-known, controversial issue. Frame questions accompanying the

problem solving, keeping in mine the goals of citizen
organizations and the technologi'.:al, financial, legal,
administrative, and other constraints on them.

problem to stimulate discussion about what facts

people need to have, where and how to g:t the
information, which government agencies and private
interests are involved, and how to initiate a course
of action.
Arrange for an experienced discussion leader and
a resource person fi)r each group Of' ten. Brief the
discussion leaders in advance; ask each to be ready
with an approach to guide participants. At the Edu-

Reports froM the groups
After problcm-solving discussion is well under
way, each group appoints one of the participants

inôi

iiji ee member) to report

orally to the entire seminar. Reporting. usually presented

cation Fund seminars. League members from the

with

humor and imagination, stimulates

groups to earnest application and changes the pace.
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Four minutes per group is ample time for each
report. perlmps with a short period for comment by
the whole seminar and the moderator on the groups'

TWO PROBLEM-SOLVING SAMPLES

decisions.

At the New !inland Coastal Watcrs Seminar,
each small group examined a different problem.
This was one group's problem:
"To handle projected demands for inexpensive
electricity in your area, your regional electric
company plans to build a nuclear power plant.0
The proposed site is on your town's tidal marshland, and considerable acreage will be dredged,
filled, or otherwise altered from its natural condition. Various groups disagree as to how much,
if any, change and/or damage to the environment
will result from the rise in water temperature of
the estuary as a result of the power plant's use of

Remember these details

Where groups work on different problems, each
group receives copies of only the one problem it is
to analyze. Number and mimeograph each problem
separately. Leave about fifteen copies of each problem unassembled for distribution to the group assigned to it. Just before the reporting session distribute assembled sets to everyone so reporters need
not waste time reading each problem aloud.
Each participant's group assignment should be'
included in his kit or marked on his name tag. Unless group discussions are intended to bring people
from the same area together, the program and the
recruitment chairman try to put stimulating combinations of unlike interests in each group.

salt water for cooling. A number of schemes have
been advanced for turning the heat to constructive
use. Fishing interests, conservationists, ecologists,

power people all cite different sets of facts in
support of their views."
These were the accompanying questions: How
could citizens get and evaluate facts, including
information on possible accidents, disposal of
nuclear wastes, etc'? What are the alternatives for

Holding small-group sessions early in the program

helps participants get acquainted and start thinking
about solutions to their environmental problems. On
the other hand, problem-solving sessions scheduled
on the second afternoon or evening make a welcome
change from concentrated listening:

more and cheaper power? Are economic or biologic results of existing plants known? What local
benefits or drawbacks might the nuclear plant

.bring? Who will make the final decisions? How

PLANNING THE CITIZEN ACTION SESSION

could citizens influence, decisions?

As citizen action is so closely related to follow-up,

At the seminar on urban sediment and erosion,
aH the small groups examined the same problem,
on the basis of these alternatives:

the program chairman may wish to ask the follow-

up chairman to help plan this portion of the program. This last session is extremely important because it offers guidance on what each participant is
expected to do On returning home. However, it competes with fatigue and with the rush of departure.

Do nothing

Local erosion control ordinances
3

State law with local implementation

4

Strong state law affecting all jurisdictions
equally

Plan it, therefore,

National law requiring states to set federally
approved standards.

it be

Consider the participants' experience

_....EaelLalternative...was_on..a.,separate, page, Ad-

vaintages and disadvantages for each were listed,
with generous space for notes and comments,

"8
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to be dynamic, and let

known throughout the three days that this final session is all-important. An enthusiastic moderator who
can send participants home full of ideas and determination is, of course, one key to success.

If the participants' experience in citizen action is
modest, include talks and the opportunity for questions on basic topics such as how to get the facts,

reach the public, build a committee, work with public officials, use media, develop effective spokesmen.

If most participants are experienced in citizen
action, gear this part of the program to their more
advanced needs. I-low to create and work with a
coalition of organizations or how to get official recognition or quasi-ollicial status for a state or local
citizen environmental advisory board will interest
sonic groups. How to lobby effectively will be useful

to many. Tips on how to prepare persuasive testimony and arrange for appearances at hearings could

he helpful. Ways and types of situations in which
citizens may use the courts, as individuals or in
class action suits, might he offered. Discuss how civic

groups can communicate and coordinate simply,
withput violating each group's independence and
mode of OpWation.

"How-to" sessions can he presented to an entire
seminar or can run concurrently, cach participant
electing to attend the one most useful to him. Or
a brief outline of all-how-tos" can he presented, followed by work sessions.

CHECK LIST FOR
PROGRAM CHAIRMAN

Some suggestions from past seminars

Land and water seminars have used these devices,
among others, in the citizen action session and found
they worked well:

1Coordinate with general chairman of planning committee

Call first program committee meeting early
Draft outline of topics to be discussed at seminar,
to be part of recruitment mailing
Develop a balanced program in detail
Present outline, and, later, proposed program in detail, to planning committee for comments and sug-

A lawyer knowledgeable in environmental matters,
spotfighting those provisions in applicable laws that
citizens can use to accomplish their ends.
What other states or other groups of citizens in the

general region arc doing, or what othcr seminar
groups have done, followed by discussion of how
to arouse and focus the public's concern..

gestions

Send invitations to speakers as early as possible,
obtaining biographies and information on equipment
required by each
Plan small group sessions and draft "problems"
Give special attention to sessions on citizcn action
and follow-up activity

Discussion sessions with the group divided by areas
or jurisdictions, with each section reviewing whcrc
its area stands now, the gaps or weaknesses, what
needs to he done, and where the pressure points are.
One way to structure this kind of area session is to

Detail for each speaker his allotted subject, timc,

ask a panel made up of a legislator, an official, a

and place in program framework
Supply on time all details for printed program
Be sure publicity chairman is fully informed on all
details reprding program and speakers

specialist, and an experienced citizen leader, with a
moderator, to lead discussions for each jurisdiction.
Analyzing weaknesses and examining strengths in
past programs of groups represented at the seminar

Arse minar;--kecrelose-cOn taerwil c-Speliker-§;- heir)

--so that future effectiveness couki be increased.

moderators arrange briefings for thcir panels, and

The stage is then set for reporting the immediate
follow-up plans of each area group.

handle any program adjustments

29
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prodsthem to carry out their pledge on follow-up.
The chairman cannot, of course, he dr.ovn into
every' undertaking of the participants but is -riniarily
a coordinator and source of information. owever.
a creative and imaginative chairman nind e-nnlittee
see manv potentialities for effective act. '1 Mid

FOLLOW-UP: THE MULTIPLIER
Amu of th= seminar is to carry fo

If the
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PRE PA RATIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP

arc do,ing should carry the con
-up possibilities. Planning com
notation
mittee liii
.ist be especially' attuned to mak
ing this
An during discussion periods and
informal
,ations. The general chairman, the
program _it -nan. and the follow-up chairman
work togethe to keep follow-up constantly before
the planning committee.
The seminar budget should contain a definite sum
and

For effective follow-up, the chairnian work.

a committee of two or three others at
seminar includes

and committee f,

eral states, a follow-up ch.
cach is essential. The foli

.n

up

chairman can eni_LL-L.N.: the committee after the semi-

nar by adding inierested seminar faculty, participanits, or members of the sponsoring organization.
Before arriving at the seminar, the follow-up
chairman tries to become acquainted with the name,
city, and background of each participant, having obtained a complete list from the recruitment chairman
as early as possible. Panicipants meet the follow-up

for follow-up activities. An absolute minimum is
money enough for preparation, reproduction, and
postage for two mailings. It' a substantial amount of
follow-up money is available, the planning committee should make provision for deciding how it is to

chairman when, near die start of the seminar, the
general chairman introduces the subject of follow-up
and its chairman from the platform.

he s pen t.

The FOLLOW-UP CTIAIRMAN should heor

During the seminar the follow-up chairman will
want to talk with everyone present, making friends
and building lines of communication, learning as
niuch as possible about participants' interests, capabilities, and community needs. During these three
days the state or city follow-up chairman and other
members of the follow-up committee meet to flesh

become-----well informed on the seminar's subject and

on pendipg issues, be well acquainted with governmental processes, and understand effective action
techniques.

As a member of the program committee, the follow-up chairman will become familiar with issues
suggested for seminar examination and will help plan
the seminar sessions on citizen action and follow-up
(See p. 26).

out follow-up plans. They set an early date for a
post-seminar evaluation session, to be attended by
all with respOnsibilities for follow-up. At this ses-

The follow-up chairman's work begins early-at the first meeting of the full committee. As the

sion, while impressions are fresh, the follow-up committee can consider the aims and interests expressed
by seminar participants, decide what is to be done,

program shapes up and opportunities for productive
citizen action are seen, the follow-up committee considers way's to stimulate and help all participants to
work effectively after the seminar.
The follow-up chairman has numerous avenues
hnr working with community leaden's. Generally, the

and who is to do it.
Where follow-up funds are available, the followup committee evaluates proposals for use of such
funds. Usually- participants and their organizations
willingly support incidental expenses of follow-up
work, and senlinars that open significant new vistas
often generate financial support for more substan7
dal follow-up activities. At first, though, the chair-.

impetus for their activities conies from the partici..

.

itn

leas:

_

pants themselves. in the fields where they themselves

see a need. The follow-up chairman keeps in touch
with participants and encourages--and occasionally
28
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!Tian p ns to operate within the sum i,rigioally re-,ervcd tor follow-up in the overall seminar budget.

ERE AND WHAT?
BEcORIMNG THE SEMINAR
1 he follow-up chairman and her committee will
a record of the talks and of discussion period\
Juahle. In deciding whether to poNish a summary
-r report on the seminar, the planning committee
.onsiders:
its cost compared to the hen.efits derived from

THE

crry

1:

Lmize;
lth

.:int.

pub' -..dt ion

-1 the city for the meeting, the plarr-ing
give high priority to accessit
K ers and participants. This is very MIii: will affect the budget. Will most at'Hying? Will thc majority fly? Come by

If distanc=s are long, avoid a locale

who will use it
who will prepare it.

infrequent connections.

If a summary is to he published, who is to he in
Litarge and who will take the notes should be decided

The most satisfactory system is to utilize both
Tiotes and tape recordings. Notes supplement availLble copies of speeches, are easier to work with (a
Te has to be listened to and transcribed) and will
1-)2 reliable if taken by two persons for each session.
Tapes. Well-indexed as they are being made so

l'HE MEEFING PLACE
ANGEMENTS CHAIRMAN should

ln.

that the desired part can he located easily, aro a
precaution for review of the discussion periods and
arc useful to fill in gaps in the notes.

motels to compare rates and facilities,
,.:onvenience of travelers in mind. If
v,
living, an airport motel which is also
:ly a.
.ible to participants who arc driving may
hc -1:-st convenient. Local participants should
..,;-aged from going home overnight, for this
:

feeling of group solidarity and causes
to miss the benefits of continuous discussion
anC hrc iii.00rtunity to establish new connections. If
the.n

1110,.r

CHECK LIST FOR
FOLLOW-UP CHAIRMAN
Attend planning and program committee meetings
Help plan program session on follow-up
Become familiar with participants' backgrounds
Consider desirability of and best format for a summary of the Seminar
At seminar, get to know, participants
Meet with follow-up committee during seminar to
assess potentials, make any adjustments in schedule
for follow-up session
Hold post-seminar evaluation session at earliest possible time to firm up initial plans

froLt

:,,,-rtlees will be driving, an inn well away
.ity distractions may best serve the group's

tlecL Rewmmendations should be sought from the
contr::71L-c for motels and inns whose price will lie
within the proiect budget.
If
ties.

Inal university '..1:as formal conference facili-

them. Titty are Usually reasonable

in cc-17i. ..=riowever,

a dormitory offered during a

schoo -r;oiiaiN,. may not provide the comfort or prop-

er ituncr:. 7: for a itood conference. Poor hotel
faeiliiics ma :. save money but they will dampen the

whLik project. About 85 people (participants, speak-

ers. and planning committee) will be giving their
time for two nights and three days. They should be
comfort able.

After seminar, prepare and send follow-up questionnaires, mailings; help With newsletter
After seminar, be available for suggestions
If funds available, evaluate with foliow-up
tee proposals. for their use

Before pm:select a motel

Chcck the meeting roonl being offered.

Is' it

hi imonghn for about 90 people (there will be speaker -ircss. and a few visitors to provide for), with
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Usin, 'he breadth of the
room

to knit the
,vether. Space at
the te..
and at the sides
.att he tsed for displays

:mop

ir refr ,iments.

TAPC If cl Ord r arid

2 Mar
3 De1:-!:n boar.;

4 Pr..
5 Sar-

0111.,
.

area

Snr ...mentary materials
7 Sn;,;.,- Inentary materials
14

It:, set! speakers' platform
ts

Itt Co1'..,.e. Service
11

Pre..

12 tYlar,., etc.

at least 50 participants sitting at tables, facing the
speakers' platform'? Participants, of course, have
priority in all arrangements, and chairs for speakers, committee members, and any visitors can he
furnished at the rear or sides of the room.
Is the meeting room pleasantly designed and
decorated? Do pillars block the view? Are acoustics

and equipped with round tables for no more than
six or eight if possible. Long banquet tables stifle
good conversation. If the dining room is adjacent to
the meeting room, is the partition between the two
thick enough so that the noise of clearing and setting up tables will not interfere with the meeting?
Can this dining room he available for small problem-

good?

solving groups in the afternoon or evening?
3
Check the menu possibilities and prices. With

A slightly raised platform along one wall large
enough to hokl a panel of speakers is a must. Is
there room for it? Can the motel supply one? Is
there room near the door for a press table'? Is there

room for tables where pamphlets and copies of
speeches may be put out'? Will the displays be secure
overnight?

Check the ventilation or the air conditioning. An
interior room dependent on air conditioning can be
very stuffy between seasons: a room without a thermostat, regulated only by an on-tiff switch, is very
likely to alternate between being vv cold and very
hot. Two or three days before ail: conference, the

the exception of breakfast, all menus should be
selected by the arrangements Chairman ahead of
time. Within the project budget, what does the motel
suggest for lunch and dinner?
4
Check facilities for no-host social hours, away
from other motel guests. Social .hours, reserved for
the group, are an essential part of the seminar. They
foster group feeling and draw the more retiring participants into discussions. Are there problems con-

nected with serving or charging for liquor at the
meeting':Site? Can special arrangements be made?
5

Check sleeping accommodations. Are bed-

arrangements chairman should pers,onally make sure

rooms clean and adequate'? Will heating and cooling

the ventilation system is in good, and quiet. working
order. On the day of the meeting it will be too late.

arrangements be satisfactory? You will need twin-

2----Checkthe-dining arrangements. -A- separate

soiL

bed double rooms, which are lesS expensive per perid i1 hl(ick of singles for participants who wish

dining room, away from other motel guests, is need-

to 'pay extra for privacy, as well as for faculty and

ed, preferably not too far from the meeting room

.speeial guests.
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Final boice of motel is left to the arrani.temeir.,
airm
ehairma in consultation with the general
of the ç ming committee. This decision
made as oti as possible. Specific details sitoi',1
k

hy the management in Writing. Then th
arrangen).nts chairman should obtain all the
necessary to prepare mimeographed room reser.....non loan; and travel directions to the motel.
The a angements chairman, with the finance o:'
cer, wor1)... out the procedure for handling the hot .
bills for bf! seminar (see section on "Money M:n-

ters"). The kit given to each seminar attendee co
tanis

11

sheet explaining the procedure clearly.

when unaffected

-7,y

A chart showi.
meal and for ca..
invaluable to thc

preconceim:. ideas.
In: present for each
:ho

ight, )ecols included, will be
angements chairman. Participants will, with a17: t no ex:ention:s. be present the
full time, bai spea,..):) conic :.. it IT' and so do a few
local committee ry.--m.ners.

Other useful w. i)_shects
crawn up and
posted for easy ref ace to siTow '.),ho will be at the
door, who-is to be cn the piaticirm when, who will
introduce each speaker, who wi2L lead and who will
be resource person for each .ELscussion group. Such
work sheets will help all committee members .know
exactly where they are to be during the seminar.
At the seminar itself, the arrangements chairman

Arrangements also include registration table.
name tags, coffee, tea and coke breaks, microphones,

keeps the restaurant management advised of lastminute changes in numbers to be served at each
meal and checks bills for group meals and coffee
breaks. The chairman is available for questions
about expenses or room assignments and checks all

speakers' table, lectern, bulletin board, projectors.
screen, ash trays, drinking water, display tables,
blackboard if desired, and a typewriter for the press
plus one for the comniittec. Panel mikes are desir-

room bills before forwarding them for payment.
The main function of the arrangements chairman,
though, is to see that everything runs smoothly and
to settle any difficulties unobtrusively.

OTHER ARRANGEMENTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

able for panel discussions. Do various speakers wa::t

different kinds of projection equirment? Are thLv
providin
icir own projectors and operators? If
meetings
to be taped, provide tape recorder.
tapes, and a competent operator. S)ine hotels offer
ILTIC

mimeograph services, handy for last minute lists, for

room numbers of committee members, or for program amendments, for example. If )lot in the hotel,
is reproduction service available nearby?
Insist on verification from the hotel, two or three
days before the meeting, that all equipment to he
supplied by them is actually in working order.
Name tags can be prepared as soon as registration

forms are returned. Tags can be keyed by color or
ribbon for faculty, committee, or partieipants. States
also mmy be differentiated if the area covered is
large. A "convention typewriter." which has extralarge letters is particularly good for name tags. 1.1
not available ask someone with large. clear printing

CHECK LIST FOR
ARRANGEMENTS CHAIRMAN
Work closel, with general planning chairman
Select .motel or hotel early. Get firm commitment in
writing regarding prices, accommodations, facilities,
and services

Draft room reservation form, and travel directions
iiif desirable...to be mailed to panicipants
i'Work with program chairman or-special equipment
for speaker:.

Arrange for microphones, raised' platform, tables,
and so forth
Choose menus

to make them by hand with a felt pen. Name tap

Arrant.r name Latgs

are useless unless easy to read.
Name tags should give the home town and state

With !_r_mrt.Pr-li chainTtan prepare dear written instruc-

as well as the name, as area notation helps a parwant.to work
on local follow-up. But it is usually a good idea not
to include on the tags the name of the organization
represented. Informal exchange is easier and freer
ticinant_locate_those...with

tions rizzarding payment of hotel bills for managecowmittee and participants (see
"Money Matters")
Check working omier of equip=r7 before seminar
Handle all details at)seminar (see.--At the Seminar")

Iment, cashier,
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K-TS AND OTHER MATE-

ing and Urb;_.
gineers havL

LS

vT!opment, and the Corps of Ens

relatinz to land and water

lltie.

Participant ,. are no more likely than other people

li;iving enough iuh Jations at

I

to read long ald cmtirely technical pamphlets. hut

seminar

c.:use no worry. Rathec, the problen is io sel: .
f.c.-v hest and most use:1 items fro7 the weaith t)
p.Imphlets and flyer, :t
avoi, ng the tcinntatini to put into the sern4lar kit an itc-1 on each ubL:ct of interest to the
.riinar group.
.fhe astute KITSCH ERMAN wifl hold doViT7-7:5:

they will be eal.er ;1;

'actual, accurate material, well

presented by rdialhk sources. Include at -least one
light piece.
As soon as th_- pLnning committee approves the
selection, the kitAirman starts to collect needed

quantities of the.is, for it is almost inevitable that

site of the kits by pers.,iding the planning cointril
tee to include only the choicest materials, that
direL:tly to the theme o' the conference and suri.10..

one will be.out ur. --77int, another won't he free after
all, and that soru z2. nisadventure will befall a third.
A large volume r_r:f naterial must be stored, so decide early on the.d.:lress for delivery.
Assemble kits
.east the day before the seminar,
one for every' per-:,7. present, including faculty, committee, special
and press. If kits are not iden-

ment information giver; !-1 the seminar sessions. F.".:....=-

ticipants have little tim:. .or reading during the s:.minar. Therefore, kit mat:2,:ials should be chosen main-

ly with an eye to follow-,wp activity iifter participts
return home.

ticalif, for exarrmle, people are to receive only
their own state's we...er quality standards and reuula-

Kits also contain seminar information:

thmslabel each ki :. with the individual's name and
present it to him wE'cn he registers.

the program

biographies of speakersunless in program

listsname,

address,

telephone numberof

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

participants and planning committee, and sometimes of nominees who could not be invited hut
may be drawn into follow-up
financial instructions

Sonic attendees will bring publications for distributiorl at the seminar, Place these along with supplementary materials obtained by the kits chairman
cm display tables where those who wish may take
They.will! A separate table can be reserved
fc-i- copies of speeches if there is not room at .the

travel reimbursement forms
check-out information
information about the hotel
evaluat ion questionnaire.

pzcss table_ 1.17z-arnie items are being lent and are for

,aniinaticm :7,rny, put them.in a special area, con-

It is the kits chairman's job to write fo- :;amples

and for price and quantity information am, ;,

mc.uously

7flace

the orders. Planning committee members -1.107., by
lending sample copies of items -they ,ugges'. for
materials and arranzing for quantik cor(ies iter.]:!

DNPLAYS

at no cost dr at a eiscount. Many or:4:aTrizat-7.i',-,,,:mv._

willing to give suffie:ent copies of ni:ir onhc=1:.w..

Disipiay ar,.: also the responsibility of the kits
thairman. ome arL,solicited, and others are offered.
Insplavs..A4J to tIlL:a-ttractiveness of the setting, but
=,pace limitations, the chairman needs to

for seminar use.

.Fhe kits chairman writes nanonal
such as the League of Women -7,oters, key. hahastries, and conservation organizainons, explainim

phi=

ir.te

restrirziott on the size or number that

nature of the projeer. and request:ng samples of -,e-ifblications suitable for kits. Professors, local indusz:rial-ists. and associations are asked for suggestidns.'Sliiic

cltr7 bc...auNspted .

and federal agencies can furnish publications. Regional offices'of the Environmental Protection Age!,
cy, the Departments of Agriculture, Interior. Hou.--

rowed, .make a hut= rough outline map on newstrint, with lettering -hat can be read from the back
of the room.

:Do -put

large. catarly marked map at the front
the,. principal trre=ing room. If one can't be _bor-

'8 4

USEFUL KIT MATERIALS

ADVANCE HCMEWO;-K

General article placing water quality aml other
resource problems in a broad perspective

AGvance homework 'stimuA mild issigni nt
lates participants to thMk ..noutthe corning smiinar.
It also provides backgrotrzid and vocabulary which
they would otherwise not snare.
Therefore, the kits chaitman mails one or two. but

Basic federal laws

Water Pollution r.:ontrol
recent amendments)

Fe:fr;ral
rn-

it

Act (th

Nkronal Environmental Policy Act (Pu:Aic
9 I -1 90 )

c Act (section 13 of i-ne River and Harmor

of 1899)
W.:rd. and Scenic Rivers Act (Public L.w
W.-541 )

Chart plus exphmation of the hydrologic cycle
U.S. Geological Survey primers on water
Environmental Protection Agency leaflets and publi-

no more than three, fairiy simple items to arrive
about a week before the seminar.
Among the publicatkms suitable for this purpose
are the following titles 7-tart:fished by the LItzgue of
Women Voters Of the L.:Tiled States:
Pollution
Population + Production
Who Pays for a C.Lan Stram?

Where Rivers Meet the_Sea
So You'd Like to Do Sorr.ething About \ .ater

cations

Informatkm on regional water resources, quality
problems. management arrangements, governmental
programs
Survey,. studies. plans for the area: a map
Material on each state involved: a model state lau
Publications of environmental. industrial and technical organizations. including information on resource
recycling, land use, energy

Material on an importam topic omitted from the
program because of time
Studies or articles on categorical problems pertinent

to the area. for example. oil pollution, toxic substances. ,..-rosion and sediment, floods and droughts.
offsh:)rc :linerals, vegetation. mining
Ait.t. to ...aizen action. including lists:
of :-.eeommended films

of local. regiomd. state and federal agencies
with responsibilities or interest in water management
of citizen. groups .;.J.:tive locally or nationally in
environmental affairs
Glossa-r-v- of-- water rcso-urce- term s
I3ibliography

C EOK LIST FOR KITS CHAIRMAN
d reports for inclusion :in kits
Select parnphki
Order 85-100.i.. ;ne.:- of each
Send advance homework if desired
Compile ' illiogApny kw list oi ;ilms, if desire-.L.I
cilniirable. label individually
.Purch
t ccve_.--si
-purtie:raft. faculity member and planning
fur
comritt!--=.rnerni-- :r

Obtai7-. --minarmaterials (e.g.. biographies. instrucinclusion in-kits from subcommittee chairtions)
men

Have kits stuffed and ready day before the seminar
Se_-.2 that kits are delivered to hotel
AT-range display tables, exhibits, and map

A7range tables with other literature for examiciation
or taking hy participants
-A: seminarhandle-distribution_of specches..and any
-.applementary material

4161111111
C/0

Later, when the program is virtuaft; complete.

PUBLICITY

the publicity chairman goes in permm to newspapers

and to television and radio stations, ttlks with the
enviromlicntid reporter or news edH
the editor
on smaller papers), asks to have reporers assigned
to cover the entire seminar, orif th;_0
impossible
specifically reL:,-nimends two or Mn.%: particularly
newsworthy highlights.
Possibilities foir interesting the
or television
stations in some facet of the sentir::fr program are

News about the seminar can stimulate public
interest in land and water decisions, emphasize the
citizen's role. and identify the problems of a region.
I he seminar
representatives of the press an
opr,rtunity to get acquainted with community, industrial, and professional leaders active in environmental affairs and to discover new information, outlooks, or leads for future articles on water quality

numerous. Educational broadcastintons may be
interested in tanme the program.
:hey .and the
commercial st;::,,,,..-nts ;.an record intervie::,s or provo-

and land use.

At the first meeting of the whole planning committee, the PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN starts to cornpile a list of newspapers and radio and TV stations

cative discussions set up between tw
r more of
those attendinu.
A brief new'4 sliorv, which can be date:. for release,
naming two CT .TZ:r7.!.0 of the principal speakers, their
topics, and sor.-.L:lhing of interest :about the participants is Icr.,..17'ith the paper or broade:Isting station
and sent to those that cannot he visitec' personally.

to receive news releases before and during the semi-

nar. Ask planning committee members for names
and addresses of media in their areas and names of

the best person to reacheditor, news editor, environmental reporter. Don't overlook area magazines
and weekly:newspapers, college papers and stations,

public hroadeasling stations, talk programs, and_
if the region is largemedia front urban centers not
represented on the planning committee.

In urban centers :hese contacts sh...L:2 he madc
week to ten dayz before the seminar. A Titich earlic-7
approach is better for dailies am_ weeklies in smaller
towns. For a re.2ir1arly stheduied tel.:sisitrn show
(not news) that_
interc:,acd i
thc
seminar or inters iew...inu 07., of tzly.! paiT,..:tpants. start
advance work
six weeks h.efor c. trio seminar_

The puhlicity chairman works with the general
chairman and the recruitment and prouram chairmen. As the seminars are not open to ahe general
public, advance publicity that makes people want to
attend is undesirable. Concentrate on news releases
about participants and on media coverage of the
seminar sessions.

Make a reminde

..leahone Ci tc J media a day

or two before the

It's worth the e.:'11r. to asl. -rnajcr spl.-akers for
advance texts and ï prepare 1.c:izases or the most
newsworthy for di.4rrittrtion durinu the. seminar. For
an advance story on the day the seminar omens, furnish:papers in thc scnittar city With a release focusing on a major spealzr, probably-the..keymtver, with
biographical data am, .a photogrph.

DURING THE PLANNING PERIOD
After the first planning committee meeting, the
publicity chairman sends a release to the home news-

papers of each planning committee member, announcing that he or shc is serving, explaininu the
purpose, scope, find sponsorship of the seminar, and

giving the title, approximate dates, and place of the

DEALING 744.131 17..m.-±7. MESS

nieeting.

When participants have accepted, prepare a similar
release on each participant and send it to his local

13roadeasting and press peAple
on deadlines.
They appreciate being notified in.adAl,ance of a func-

.k) help the publicity chairman, ask participarfrs-trylisron-their acceptance forms 'the nam&.-s,
addre,ses. ,and environmental reporter or editor of
papers

the newspipers (including weeklies) in their areas. o
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tion. but find out the_person's schedule and never__
interrupt him when his deadline is .nearip!i. Orzanize
your inkyntation and present it concisci highlight

0

interesting features and name-,.

Since it

is expensive to assign a reporter to one

meeting for three days, a news editor will need some
persuasion to give maximum coverage to the seminar. If a new study is to be unveiled, fresh facts pre-

sented, or new proposals for regional cooper:Ilion
made, point these out.

Bear in mind that 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m, are
the best working hours for reporters. Find out the
deadlines for morning and evening papers and TV
programs. Remember that unless something is extremely interesting, the time it takes place will strongly affect whether it is covered and the story published.

If a paper sends a reporter to cover the full
seminar, it will expect to pay his expenses, but it is
customary to invite reporters who do not stay overnight to be seminar guests at group meals, lind the,
publicity chairman extends this invitation.

AT FilE SEMINAR
'Ube publicity chairman greets reporters, s..2es at
each has a kit, helps them meet people and get tit,:ir
material.
Reserve a suitable table for the press in the se:ainar meeting room. The publicity chairman Or onc of

TWO SAMPLES FOR NEWSPAPERS
TO ANNOUNCE PLANNING COMMITTEE
(Name); of (residence), has been appointed to the

planning Committee for "Sediment, Our Wasted
Wealth," a seminar on land and water use problems
to be held May 25-27. (Name), (organization, title),
joins other professional and lay experts .itnd leaders
of the League of Women Voters in the region in the
organization of the three-day seminar.
The meeting will focus on soil erosion and silting
caused by urbanization. Building construction and
roadbuilding are major problems in all rapidly developing areas and are especially severe in Maryland.
Virginia and the District of Columbia.

Noting that sediment is by volume the principal
water pollutant, Mrs. (general chairman) said, "Uncontrolled development and urbanization is pouring

over a million tons of sediment into the Potomac
River per_year. Sediment has destroyed half the
oyster grounds in the Uppgr Chesapeake Bay."

The seminar will be the 16th in a series which
began six years ago under a grant to the League of
Women Voters Education Fund from the Office of
Water Proerams in the Environmental Protection

Agency. The others have dealt with major river,
lake or coastal basins of the country. Their purpose
is

to stimulate citizens to take an effective part in

his committee should be at the pres table at all

land and water resource decisions.

timeS, ready and able to answer reporter: questions.
Although these seminars are not large enough to

TO STIMULATE COVERAGE OF THE

require a fegalar press room, provide a typewriler

SEMINAR

(Name, title, (rnd residence) will keynote the Snake

and have in mind sonic place for the reporters to use
a phone. Provide copies of a general release or a fact
sheet zibout the seminar for reporters to take. Give
them copies of a speech as the speaker begins.

River Basin Seminar to be held..lune 3-5 in Boise,

If a speaker is a national figure, the local press,
radio, or television will probably wish to interview
hint. Throughout the seminar the publicity chairman
and her committee members watch for leads for
local-interest stories arising from presentations and
discussions and alert the media to interesting local,

standing between citizens and the land and water use

personalities. The publicity chairman encourages and
arranges interviews and provides a suitable place for
them.

If possible, prepare a final conference wrap-up on
the spot, for immediate distribution to media unable

-----to-attend. Give copies-of-this-overall-wrap-up to-participants and committee members to use with their
local media as the first step in follow-up when they
return home.

(name of chairman) announced.

'

During the three-day event some 90 community
leaders, speakers, and planning committee members

will interact in an effort to bridge the gap of underexperts.

(Program chairman) called faculty outstanding and
explained that views presented in panels and discus-

sions will conflict ...
-Meeting in small groups participants will define
basin-wide land and water use problems, then set
priorities for action in their own areas."
A Tuesday panel on (subject) will feature
Thursday participants will question how the Snake
.

.

can be kept a healthy river through citizen action
and use of the 1969 National Environmental Protection Act. Topics include legislation, testifying,
enforcement, and citizen input.
Faculty members from the Boise area are (names),
Out-of-Idaho faculty includes (manes).
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one on whom you can depend and give him advance

notice of quantities and deadline for each work

CHECK LIST FOR
PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN

order.

Send press releases:
to their local papers
corn m it tee mem hers

announcing appointment o

to participants local newspapers
Arrange any preseminar publicity advisable
Help program chairman cornpile biographical briefs
on speakers for printed program
'Notify area media of dates, speakers, program content, purpose of project; urge coverage
Prepare fact sheet for reporters covering conference
Prepare, release(s) based on advance text(s) of ma-

jor speaker(s), if desirable
At seminar:

Greet reporters; see that they have kits, texts of
speeches before delivery

Help them get facts and interviews; provide typewriter and space
Advise arrangements chairman

a bout

reporters'

meals

If newsworthy developments occur, write and dispatch release
Prepare wrap-up release on entire seminar, if feasible

lt is recommended that at least 100 extra copies
of the recruitment brochure and the final program
be printed. Both are useful in follow-up activity and
in answering queries about the project or about the
work of the sponsoring organization, The Education
Fund, for example, asks for 100 copies of brochure
and program from each of the land and water seminars it sponsorsand never seems to have enough.

LIST OF ITEMS TO BE REPRODUCED
Special stationery, if desired
Agenda for each meeting
Minutes, including list of committee, with addresses
Notices of .each planning committee meeting and
final instructions, if any, to committee before seminar.

Recruitment brochure, usually printed (otherwise
multilithed or offset program outline and names of
planning committee members to accompany letters
of invitation to participants)
Nominating form, if used
Letter to organizations requesting nominations (if
one of these methods is used)
Lists giving thumbnail sketch of each nominee
Letters to nominees selected as participants

Individualized letters to nominees not selected as
participants

PRINTING AND MIMEOGRAPHING
'Hie general chairman of the planning committee
needs to he in close touch with printing and mimeographing, so arrangements should suit her convenience. These services should be budgeted for, though
nonprofit organizations are sometimes fortunate
recipients of contributed art services or of. discount
or at-cost work from commercial printers.
For reproducing materials to be sent to the committee, photocopying may be easiest. Most cities, and
many public libraries, have centers or businesses
where copies may be made at 50 per page. When
only a few copies are needed_ the .cost_will usually be
lthi the cost of cutting and running a mimeograph stencil.

Individualized letters to all organizations that nominated participants. whether or not nominees were
selected (if this method was used)
Acceptance form
Room reservation form

Draft program (two or three will usually be drawn

up)

Press releases
eParci)
obllems

for small group diseussioa ( IOU copies of

Final program
List of selected participants who accept, with home
address, affiliation, and name of nominator
List of those nominated but net selected, with
tlrnominating organization (for use in fol-

For mimeographing or multilithing. line up sow-

and cheek-out instructions
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Travel

SECRETARIAL DUTIES

Planning committee meetings: transportation; food
and lodging
Subcommittee meetings: transportation; meal
Seminar: transportation for participants, committee,

Some sponsoring organizations will be able to
detaila paid secretary to handle work for the seminar and to allow use of office facilities. Others will
he less fortunate. in these, a planning committee
member conyeniently near the general chairman is

and speakers; meals and lodging for participants,
speakers, and committee
Miscellaneous local travel

needed to assume duties of the secretary, such as
arranging for mimeographing and sending notices of
meetings, preparing other mailings (agendas, 'draft
programs, instructions, etc.) as proposed by the

Other

Consumable supplies, including printed stationery,

committee, preparing minutes of sonic committee
meetings, and helping write thank-you notes to all

if desired
Printing
Reproduction
Clerical help
Postage
Long-distance telephone

faculty and planning committee members at the close
of the seminar. At the.seminar itself, she may act as
recorder, with help. from other planning committee
members.
Since it is difficult, time-consuming, and risky to

mail materials back and forth between a chairman
and a secretary, if no neartly secretary can bc recruited from the planning LGnimittee the chairman
should make other convenient arrangements. Typing
help for the general chairman and the recruitment,
program, and perhaps the publicity chairmen should
be in the budget.

Rental of projectors, etc.
Kit covers
Publications for kits and for the committee's research
Follow-up

Report or summary of proceedings, if desired
Newsletter? Other mailings? Postage
Evaluation-cum-follow-up session for committee
Other meetings? Hall rental?
Overhead

MONEY MATTERS

If thc project is conducted under the auspices of
a central organization which has received and is administering a grant, the sponsor will require a percentage for its indirect costs (overhead) and for expenses incurred in connection with thc project.

In money matters the pattern is cut according to
the cioth. Whether you can offer all, or only part,
of all attendees'r expenses will depend on thc funds
available for your

seminar.

Decisions

between

mimeographing, printing, ditto, and photo-offset, on
the quality of stationery, and on reimbursement to
committee members for such expenses as long-distance telephone calls, postage and local travel (taxis,
parking, mileage) depend on your budget.

Costs of meals and lodging arc relatively easy to
calculate after the location and approximate numbcr
of persons is known. Include gratuities and taxes in
your Multiplication.

To estimate travel costs, get round-trip fares from
air, rail, or bus lines, and automobile mileage from
selection of cities to your site.
Terms of most grants require that less-than-first-class
a representative

yIMPARINC THE BUDGET

travel must be used when available. Follow your
Consider the following expenses in preparing a
seminar budget. Will seminar funding cover them?
Must they .he omitted? Can they be met in some

central organization's guidelines whcn setting a permile figure for automobile travel reimbursement.
Then figure the cost of the likely mode of transporta-

other way'?

tion from each place, not forgetting tips and taxis
'3 9
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and connectiru travel, and Multiplying by the number you think may come from that general area. This
will give you
working budget which may be relimed Ltter wi..,nt more specifics are known.
Be sure to make these initial calculations befwv

HNANCIAL INSTRUCTIONS

,y.ou [ID imise

HANDLING

Community Leaders Conference
Coastal Lands and Waters of hew England

an all-expenses-paid seminar.

2:1F., MONEY

For a one-lime project of a local organization, it

The League of Women Voters Education Fund will pay expenses
as follows for participants and committee me,,rers at t-n

is

ad%isable .to establish a project bank account and

seminar.

appoTrir one person to act as budget officer and

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS

treasur:....r. This person pays the bills, staying within
the blidget, amd makes a full financial report when
the 7....,iect is completed.
'VL ....entrai organization will probably allocate a

A shared double room is allowed for each person-, for Tuesday
and Wednesday nights, April 7 4nd 8.
MEALS

set

for the total expenses of the project and
-am the local portion to the planning committee-la inudget. The Education Fund provides budget
guideliTies, indicating kinds and extent of allowable
expeuses, and instructions for record-keeping and

Meals provided by the Education Fund include luncheon and
dinner Tuesday. April 7; three meals Wednesday; April 8;
and breakfast and luncheon Thursday. April 9.
All luncheons
and dinners will be group meals. A 51.50 breakfast is allowed; pay any amount over 51.50, sign the breakfast check;
and have $1.50 placed on your hotel bill.

wili

WHEN YOU CHECK OUT OF THE HOTEL

for it.fe:Liunting; designates the procedure for request7iiiirrihirmement: and pays the major bills for the
nars- it sponsors.

Check out time is 12 no,n. Ask for your bill at 'ne dess
and pay any charges over those allowed by the Education
Fund.
For example, the difference between a single and
double room if you asked for and received a single room
($3.18 per night), telephone calls, room service, and extra
nights, etc.
Sign the bill and leave it with the hotel.

int arrangement, like the first, requires as-

-rile.rit of financial responsibility to a member of
±ia n.:-eal planning committee. In Education Fuiid

IF YOUR AGENCY OR ORGANIZATION WISHES TO PAY YOUR EXPENSES

-.,eminars, the chairman usually assumes this respon-

Some organizations and participants have asked if they may
cover a participant's expenses. All unexpended funds in
the conference budget will be used later on for follow-up
projects in local communities. Special arrargementS may
be made if you wish contribution of your expenses to be
deductible for income tax purposes.

sibilirv. All bills, requests for reimbursement and

am, requests for advances must be sent to the chairhis designee forapProval and forwarding to
the eientral office for payment_ A running account of
expenditures must be kept, as, it will be referred to
frequently.
mar,

If you or your organization pays conference expenses, please
handle your hotel bill in your usual manner.
If you wish
to arrange for tax deductibility. see Mrs. Richard Roberts,
who will advise you of the proper procedure.

:For Education Fund environmental projects the
national office supplies vouchers to be used in requesting! payment. Other organizations should prepare ficirms, in duplicate at least, on which to request
reinithursement or account for advances, if they are
rTvT fiumished by the sponsor. One
copy is for the
rite:miler of the local committee with financial responsiiiiiitv (referred to as "finance officer" in the followirnii narazraphs).
The foam should carry instructions for itemization
aruil receipts, bills, or memoranda required.

TRAVEL EXPENSE

Round trip--actual plane or bus fare; 9
the driver of a car.

cent._

per mile for

Should you require reimbursement for travel expenses, pick
up a travel voucher at the seminar registration desk.
Fill
out and return to Mrs. Richard Roberts before the end of
the conference.
Please note any participants who drove
with you if you came by car.
A check will be sant to you.

PLANNING COMMITTEE MEMBERS will handle their expenses as
they have in the past.
SPEAKERS who need expense vouchers
may pick them Up at the conference registration desk.
Please note this one exception to the above arrangements:
the Education Fund provides single rooms for faculty
members.

Include two copies of the form in each seminar
kit. PeNons to be reimbursed.All_out_andreturn-----4 f)
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both -aiVies to the finance officer, who verifies and
pay: ow keeps one copy and forwards the other to
the. sponsorinvorganization,-if---it is- handling pay-

pares formal accountings for submission to the grant-

ment. The finance officer should be it the seminar
to answer questions and to collect the vouchers,

ing agency.

The chairman needs to know what has been spent
and how much remains in the various categories in
the budget and therefore also keeps accurate records.

PROCEDURES FOR PAVING
'I1W HOTEL BILLS

The task will be cased for both the project chairman and the central office if local recordkeeping is

Arrangements can usually be made with the hotel
management for each seminar guest to sign his
hotel bill, which may then be charged to a master
account for the seminar, In this way only travel ex-

set up so that individual items may be recorded
under category headings corresponding to those in
the budget. The finance officer will want to differentiate between bills forwarded for payment, itemiza-

penses, breakfasts, and meals en route need he reimbursed to the individual. A similar arrangement, with
a master account, should be made for meetings of the
full planning committee. The arrangements chairman

tion of expenditures for which reimbursement will
he requested, and requests for advances.
To sum up, bookkeeping procedUres should be as
simple as possible, but detailed enough to:

and the finance officer should have a clear understanding with the management, confirmed in writing,

record which payments have been requested
or made;
give current balance in each budget category;
2

on items (telephone calls, room service, extra meals)
to he paid by individuals and those to be charged to
the master account.

If

it

is the planning committee's policy to allow

and

only the cost of a shared double room, then arrangements for payment for the difference between single
and double rates, by individuals desiring single
rooms; must aim; be clear and firm.

provide records needed for the formal financial report to sponsor or donor, convenient to the
format required for the submission,

3

It should also be settled in advance that the arrangements chairman and the finance officer will
receive from the hotel the total bill for meals and
lodging, with individual room bills and restaurant
cheeks for each group meal attached. After the bill
has been checked and approved, it is paid by the
finance officer or forwarded for payment by the
sponsoring organization, whichever plan the latter

CHECK LIST FOR FINANCE OFFICER

has approved,

Draw up budget

Clear instructions for handling the above matters
should be prepared for the cashier and desk person-

Set up procedures for approval of expenditures,
financial record-keeping, and paying bills

nel, Clear instraetions should be included in each
kit on how to sign the hotel bill and how to request

Check and submit bills to central organization
With arrangements chairman, have clear written understanding with hotel management on arrangements
for payment
With arrangements chairman, draw up financial in-

reimbursement for other expenses,

KEEPING RECORDS AND ACCOUNTING

structions to go in each kit, with copies for hotel

;I II ' lmunittee nwinbers Amid be instriwled (11

manager and cashier

the beginning of tlw planning i)erhol tit keep WI
receipts. telephime bins, mileaRe
vouchers,
records. etc., for which they still as4 reimbunement,

Be sure reimbursement request forms are in kits, if
those attending are to be reimbursed

At seminar, be available for questions, check hotel
and meal bills
Make detailed financial accounting

Accounting for monies received under a grant
must be made in the format required by the donor,
For its environnwntal projects, for example, the
Education Fund maintains the official books and pre-
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Thoughtful planning, left, leads to a lively seminar
discussion, center, and even to a contented volunteer projectionist, below.
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AT

THE qMINAR

TH AVFERNOON .A.ND EVENING BEFORE

An air of excitement prevails as the climax of
months of preparation nears. This is the time to
cheek all arrangements and set all signals at "go."
Each committee ehairman,is busy with final preparations. fhe arrangements chairman goes over all details with the hotel managenient and makes sure that
procedures for billing are set up as planned. The kits
and display committee arrange supplementary and
siimple publications tables and displays. The program and recruitment chairmen cheek periodically
with the hotel management to learn if any speakers
or participants have arrived and eon be welcomed.
The general chairman and the full planning committee meet to run through the whole plan, making
sure all

details are arranged and each memher's

10
Arc mimeographed problems ready for the
problem-solving session? Are complete sets ready
for distribution at the reporting session?
11
Will arrangements for the no-host social area
afford all attendees a pleasant place to mix freely
and talk informally? How will drinks he paid for?
12
Where will the small groups meet?

Details kir final review at a preseminar
committee meeting
1
Is a committee member assigned to be majordomo, keeping everything on time (starting sessions,
getting people back from coffee breaks, meals)?

Who is to man the registration table? (Two
the first day and one through the second day.)
2

seminar dudes understood.

3

Physical arrangements to double-cheek

Who is extending greetings to open the program? Who is introducing the lirst speaker? Subsequent speakers? Who chairs each session?
5
How are you letting speakers know their time

Who is greeting each arrival'?

4

Arc tables in meeting room arranged in rows.
with chairs at each place?
Is the raised platform for speakers in place? Is
1

it long enough for a panel group? Wide enough ror
it curved or "v- iirrangement of the panel'?
3
Do the microphones and projectors work? Iti
the screen placed where all can see it easily?
Is air conditioning working properly? Are
there curtains to shield the group from the sun?
5
Is the registration table set up? Are name tags
arranged alphabetically? Are the mechanics set to

4

run smoothly?
6
Are kits stuffed ;Ind in alphabetical order?
7

Are display tables arranged? Is extra space

available and ;in area with,somple items for display
or nomination only eonspietiothiv marked? Is each
such item in.irked?
8
Will collet= serviec Ind selling tip and clearing
for locals he handled quietly without disturbMg
seminar

Ale l'RFSS and DISPLAY tahles marked?

is running out'?
6

Will the general chairman or the program

chairman explain to moderators the points they need
to know about conducting their panels?
7

Who is to lead the discussion at each small

group session'? Who will be serving as resource permins? How are discussion leaders being briefed?
8
I low are participants to lie assigned to Mail
groups?
I low ;md when are state groups being brought
together?
10
Are there some

important questions that

should he asked of the speakers lw the committee
members ir an issue has not otherwise been aired?
Who will ask the questions?
11
Who ore assigned is note-takers for each
session'?
12

Who is going to operate tape ri:corders, pro-

jectors, and lights'?
13

Can the kits chairman or someone On his

Committee remain near the display section'?

What is the plan for seating at meals?
Who is to be at the dining room door to suggest seating and see that speakers and experts do not
14
15

cluster?

breaks. Sometimes a short stand-up break during
each morning, but especially in thc afternoons, is
useful. Remember what Confucius say: "The mind
can absorb only what the baekside can endure."

CURTAIN UP!

Keeping on schedule

Expect a few crises; it is a rare function that
comes off without at least one. But all details have
been taken care of before opening day and everyone's duties have been reviewed at the planning
committee meeting directly prior to the seminar, so
the chairman is free to cope.

Greeting participants, speakers, and guests

An informal and friendly tone can be set by greet-

ers at each door; if several, so much the better!
Post one welcomer near the hotel registration desk.
Coffee and rolls available during registration help
people meet one another. Recruitment committee
members should be near the registration and coffee
tables. They know names and organizations of participants and can do much to make them feel welcome. Program chairman and committee members
should he watching out for speakers.

The general chairman, the program chairman, and

the arrangements chairman will be watching the
time closely, but it is best to avoid much mention of
keeping on schedule. Participants should not feel
pressed,. though they must be reminded of when to
be where and that sessions will start on time.
Keeping on schedule will call for a firm hand On
the speakers, hut there is perhaps tw single other
duty so important to the success of the conference.
Speakers will not resent having to relinquish the

floor at the expiration of their allotted time if time
limits are enforced for everyone and with good
humor. Using a timekeeper preserves program balance, is a courtesy to speakers scheduled late in the
session, and preserves time for discussion sessions.
Encourage speakers to make comments from the
podium and from the floor during audience participation periods, for these experts are often aware of
relationships not apparent to laymen. However, the
moderator will need to avoid letting the experts
monopolize thc discussion. One of thc main purposes

Instructing the Moderators
Unless all moderators can meet together, the
general chairman or the program chairman (as decided earlier) explains to each moderator, soon after
he arrives, how the committee expects his session to
operate. Ask each moderator to get his speakers or
panel members together briefly before their segment
so all hear the ground rules and duplications can be
eliminated. But such a meeting must not become a
dress rehearsal, for this detracts from the liveliness
of the panel presentation.
Sessions are exciting when speakers and panelists
engage with one another and when spirited interchanges develop from the audience. Ask moderators

to encourage interchange, especially of unlike views,
but to move the discussion along before it becomes
acrimonious. Ordinarily, moderators should not al-

low the same participants or faculty to speak repeatedly or at great length from the floor.
Remind moderators not to forget the coffee
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of the seminar is to bring the participants together
for exchange of views, and they will be scattering
once the seminar is over. Try to preserve-the full
time you planned for the discussion sessions.
Be flexible. Not only may last-minute adjustments
in the program he necessary, hut they may be desirable. If, for example, a participant shows some special insight pertinent to the discussion, let him have

a minute or two on the platform. This kind of informal use of participants strengthens the cohesiveness of the group, though flexibility should not be
allowed to totally disrupt,the schedule.
And, finally, .the chairman needs to allow about

five minutes during each day for announcements,
These will include financial instructions, location
and hours of meals, cheek-out instructions, where
to get copies of speeches. Most of this information
will be in the kits, but some people will neglect to
read it, Copies of speeches should not be distributed
before the talks arc given, except to members of the
press, as noted in the preceding chapter, and to the
seminar's note-takers.

I FOLLOWING UP
Informed and effective follow-up by participants
in their own communities is really the whole goal
of the seminar. Follow-up is emphasized from the
beginningin planning committee, subcommittees,

from these fields: all have such organizations in their
communities.

and seminar sessions. Suggestions on how to carry
on citizen action are built into the program. At the

The paragraphs which follow may be useful not
only to the follow-up committee but to other com-

seminar, state and area groups make plans for keep-

mittee members in their guidance to participants,

ing in contact, for getting and sharing information.
Before departing from the meeting, each state and
local group considers what is to he done next and
who is to do it. Participants leave the seminar ready
to impart their concern to others.
Helping participants see and recognize immediate
and potential needs and opportunities for follow-up
is an important responsibility of all members of the
planning committee. ft will occupy many informal
conversations as well as those formal sessions devot-

ed to citizen action and follow-up.
re'

wHAT IS Fol

W-tur

'Me
of possible and feasible types of citizen
actkqiies is rapidly growing. and many opportunities
to act on levels not previously accessible to citizens
tl e emerging, Simultaneously, the interrelationship
between water quality, air pollution, land use, energy
production, agriculture, industry, and transportation
has become evident. Major resource and pollution
problems hove a large social and political content,
and consequently., in our democracy, the natural
environment is everybody's business.

Opportunities for acting to protect or improve the
quality of oUr water resources and Our environment
extend well beyond the immediate role of the voting
citizen find member of civic or conservatkm groups.
Businesses. imlustry councils, banks, religions denominations. labor unions are other organizations
that can influence government deckions affecting the
environment. Company executives, engineers, or em-

ployees can act nwrc directly by persuading their
corporations to manage their own Waste water MOW

effectively and to safeguard environmental values in

their operations. Some participants will be drawn

KEEPING IN TOUCH
A newsletter is one of the best tools for passing
along new information and ideas as well as for keeping everyonc informed of participants' activities. The

Education Fund, for example, prepares and mails
LAND AND WATER ROUNDUP twicc a year to
attendees of the latest series of seminars. Through
brief notes on what various participants are doing,
it reports a variety of activities which in turn give
ideas to other groups. As space permits. ROUNDUP

includes short reports of new legislation on water
subjects, major governmental appointments, studies
or reports, notices of meetings or hearings, and reviews of hooks and films.
A newsletter used for follow-up for a more local

audience could include much the same sort of information but cover local matters, hearing schedules,

and so forth, in more detail.
If funds for postage, publications, or reproduction
are available, the chairman can mail reprints of important new articles, pamphlets, citizen guides, data
on regional plans and projects or bond issues, summaries

issues slated for public hearings, or notices

of important meetings to participants.
If a follow-up conference is being organized, even
very preliminary plans make exciting news for the
seminar group.
A questionnaire, sent to each attendee a couple
of months following the seminar and every few
months thereafter, makes it easy for participants to
report to the follow-up chairman and also reminds
them tluit others are interested in their progress.
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COMMUNITY LEADERS CO/TERENCE
Coastal Lands and Waters of New England
Box 313
South Vellfleet, Hass. 02663

PCBT-CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES REPORT
(Pleaae fill out completely.
and picturea, if available.)

I.
II.

Use back of report, if necessary.

Include clippings

HAVE YOU SPOKEN TO ANY GROUPS ABOUT THE COASTAL ZONE?
List organizations and special details.

HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN FIELD TRIPS?
What organization aponaored the trip?

ORGANMED ANY?
Describe the trip.

III.

HAVE YOU ATTENDED ANY HEARING ON COASTAL ZONE MATTERS?
Date.
Agency holding hearing.
Did you testify?
Include'a copy of your testimony.

DV.

HAVE YOU ATTENDED ANY MEETING CONCE2NED WITH THE COASTAL ZONE?
Name of organization?
Date.
Subject of meeting.

V.

HAVE YOU BEEN APPOINTED OR.ELECTED-TO ANY GOVERNMENTAL BODY INVOLVED
IN LAND OR WATER USE?
Give name of agency, area of Tewlponsibility and your title.

VI.

HAVE YOU PFY:N APPOINTED OR ELEC"0 TO ANY PRIVATE AGENCY INVOLVED IN
LAND OR WATER USE?
Give name of agency, area of reaponsibility and your title.

VII.

FULVE YOU

VIII.

DO YOU HAVE ANY PRWECTS YOU WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE?

IX.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS.

I1R1iiEN FOR PUBLICATION ANY MATERIAL ON THE COASTAL ZONE?
Send copy of material.
Publication.
Date.

Name

Address

T,,wn

State

Period cov..:red from

MAIL TO COMMUNITY LEADERS CONFERENCE,

Zip
to

BOX 313, SCVTH VEILFLEET, MASS.

02663

lion. enforcement, etc.
prod officials to attack a problem
encourage an official study or planning project
support steps in implementing such a study or plan.

CHOOSING A COURSE OF ACTION
In the course of the seminar. participants will discuss specific water quality and land resource problems in their area and the region's immediate needs.
These may be sewers, a new treatment plant, enforcement 'of zoning ordinances, financing enforcement of an adequate plan, more funds for enforcement staff, pollution from an important factory, excessive runoff or pollution from roads, sedimentation
from road-building, from housing development, from
had agricultural practices. logging or, overgrazing,
runoff from feedlots.

BOWING PUBLIC CONCERN
If the initial course of action chosen by a participant or his group is to build public concern about
a problem, they must next choose their audience and
their means.

Meetings can be planned: for leaders whose sup-

Next, groups should ask themselves what they see
as lonc-term goals for their region. A land use plan?
Regional planning'? Flood plain zoning'? Urban
renewal? River basin planning? An improved water
supply'? Protection of ground water'? Adjustment of
principles governing water management?
Should civic groups foci: on one specific 4_,,,a1 or
work across the board? Some groups face cle,:r-cut

port they hope to win; for the public, with elected
officials present to observe support for the issue;
an organizing meeting, with reporters present. One-,
two- or three-day conferences for a selected group,
perhaps state legislators and officials; workshops;
briefings; go-see tours; a serics of programs or ex-

tension cours in conjunction with university:,:muscum, librar . water resources institute, or state or
local agencic.
all are follow-up possibilities.
No list of ,,'ays to communicate can pretend to be
complete, hut any group planning a program of action will consider speakers for meetings, slide presentations, radio or television programs, interviews
and spots, documentary films, literature stalls, portable displays, mailings of pamphlets and flyers, answers to common objections, legislative information,
newspaper and newsletter stories, and background
information for press use.
Help participants appreciate that through these
a..-:,vities they are helping to inform the public by
offering scientific and technical information in terins
people can understand, and that
through the'
seminar
they are acquainted with many articulate
persons who bring a wide variety of points of view

local problems, easy' to define, Other group, face
broader problems requirinc a state-wide or reTi.onal
solut ion.

Iii either case, having selected their pro6lem,
those who have attended the seminar will inemizrily
need to gather more factsan excellent assignment
for a committee. In addition to the technical, scien-

tific, social, economic, and political factors of any
issue, they should know the applicable laws, regulations, and procedures and shoukl get acquainted with

the administrators. It will help them if the problem
ean he examined first-hand with people of differing
viewpoints. CommuMty leaders will want to find out
what studies and planning projects are underway
and get the reports. They '11)ust investigate where the

power to remedy or improve lies, learn about the
people who have decision-making power. They can
get help, reports, and information about programs
from state personnel. Fhey could make a survey of
open space, sources of pollution, conservation or

to the issue.
Opportunities are everywhere!

aesthetic values. etc. They should understand the opposition and its sources.
Weighing these various considerations lights the
way lo the most productive courses of action;
whether to

TAKING PART IN THE PROCESSES
01° GOVERNMENT
Committee members ,can encourage participants,

and they in turn other citizens, to demonstrate the
public interest in an issue through attendance at
hearings and meetings of boards, legislative committees, city councils, or other responsible bodies
when environmental matters are to lie discussed,

/mad public awareness

em.ourage discussion and try to resolve conflicts
vupp( 'ri tor oppose) a specific proposal

cominfa, to hack an existing program, appropria-

7
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Citizen leaders shoukl ask to be put on lists to bc
notified of hearings
both local and regional
and should urge local media to publicize and cover

An adjunct of the coalition is the technical advisory committee comprising experts of several disciplines. Such a committee can evaluate thc scientific
and technical aspects of major water resource proposals for the coahtion, for example, and the results

them.

Maintaining contact with officials at all levels enables civic leaders to feed them ideas, information
and citizen views: If the citizen group establishes
itself as reliabli: and responsible, officials may well
come to seek its views on matters before thcm.
Questionnaires to candidates for office arc useful in
getting information to the voter and as a basis for
going back to the person elected.
Encourage citizen groups to make .ne governo: or
mayor aware of their concern whcn hc is appointine
members to an cm-ironmental council, wator hoard.
or zoning commis-iom they may suggest nominees

of its studies can be presented to the appropriate
government body and the press.

A major advantage of the coalition is that it
facilitates citizen representation at hearings, which
are becoming more numerous and more technical.
The coalition can draw on its pool of resources in
translating scientific, technical, and legal information
into a lay crIanation of how the citizens' interests
will be affec=1 by a given proposal. The coalition

for these positions. Help them see why citizen groups

can provide.tamembers who wish to testify information on procedures to be followed and, if the subject
is a technicz.: one, can conduct workshops on the

that have a plan or solving a particular prcblern
shoukl go first to their mayor or council, to ccasu:t
them and ask for their support. They will hiiive a

subject matt.:r or on preparing appropriate testimony. The .coalition is in a position to bore.in on
the topic from: many sides. It can line up panels to

better chance of success if thc officials can mai.:z th
plan their own!

testify on different aspects, recruiting specialists on
each, and at- the same timc earn the gratitude of

THE COALITION OR COORDINATING

legislators and other officials for reducing repetition.
Still another advantage of a coalition arises from
the scale and complexity of environmental problems.

COUNCIL

Even for local problems, solutions must often be
regional and interdisciplinary. Thc larger, more heterogeneous group can cultivate the wider support
required for the larger scale solution.
To encourage formation of intcrorganization
groups a follow-up chairman can tap her own
sources (not forgetting seminar committee and
speakers) for information to pass along on organizing
and on:what othcr citizen coalitions or coordinating
councils arc doing.

The follow-up committee can help participants
the value of the interorganization coalition,
whether it be a continuing organization or an ad hoc
arrangement, whether it he geared for action or
serves primarily to collect and disseminate informasee

tion.

'Hie coalition or coordinating council can he a
powerful instrument, multiplying the effect and dividing the work. VI effeetke coalition includes not
only a nucleus 4)1 the principal conservation organizations in the region hut a variety of organizations

EVOLV1NG CITIZEN ROLE IN AN
EVOLVING FRAMEWORK

whose differing interests give it broader appeal. Such
a coalition could in tinie receive quasi-official status
as advisor to the executive of the area.

Fundamental changes in concepts of land and
water values and of citizens' rights are occurring.
Long-accepted economic precepts are being scrutinized in a sociological context that newly encom-

A coalition makes it possible to enlist inure helpers, make more news, reach more people, use officials' thne more efficiently. Its larger resources may
make it possible to keep up with the meeting schedule of all agencies dealing with stream or air control,

passes environmental amenities. Giant industries such
as transportation and power generation, formerly regarded as exclusively economic phenomena, are seen
as directly and greatly affecting environmental quality. Laws, doctrines and formulae which have governed the use of water, though deeply rooted in tradition and in history, are recognized as inadequate

to publish a fact sheet about state agencies and laws,
to prepare a digest of bills, to retain counsel, to commission an independent engineering report, to finance

an ecological inventory or a scientific study of the
region.

4

today. Land use is becoming a major issue.
It is a time of change for the governmental framework too. A provision of the National Environmental
Protection Act of 1969, which established a strong
national policy for the protection and enhancement
of the natural environment, requires that every proposal or reconunendation "for legislation and .other
major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment" be accompanied by a
statement on the environmental impact of the proposed action. These impact statements, as they arc
called, prepared by federal agencies, are available to
the public, by law and afford new and important opportunities to ensure that environmental values arc
properly considered in resource decisions.
Citizens may obtain a copy of .a draft or final impact statement by writing directly to the agency pre-

interested party in legal actions involving such matters as pollution from an industrial plant or struc-

tural alterations of bodies of water has opened a
new channel for expression of citizen opinion and
influence: As environmental law evolves, citizen organizatiou:: may increasingly decide to join together

for purpos of litigation.
There is a further trend in legislation and in court
decisions to establish the principle that an individual
citizen may file as a party likely to suffer environmental injury. Individuals in some instances may file
class action suits on behalf of a large class of similarly affected citizens.

Another technique, which does not involve the
substantial costs that must be borne by the party to
any suit and which is often appropriate, is to file a
brief as wnicus curiae, that is, "friend of thc court,"
presenting the citizen group's point of view on an
environmental charge or complaint, usually in agreement with and with the cOnsent of the plaintiff. A
brief filed.in this way may raise questions not posed
in the plaintiff's brief, which reflect the particular
concern of the group and to which answers are
needed, A group must seek permission.of the court
to file as wnicus curiae.
A lawsuit has many audiences: the court, regulatory agencies, the press, the public, other environmental organizations, the scientific, business, and industrial communities, elected officials and legislative
bodies. In its larger context it can be viewed as part
of the political process.
Litigation may often not be appropriate, but if no

paring the statement, or may order statements by
number from the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS) of the Department of Commerce,
Springfield, Virginia 22151. The price is $3 for a
statement of up to 300 pages, $6 for statements over

300 pages. Order numbers may be obtained from
the 102 Monitor published by the Council on Environmental Quality, or from the Semi-Monthly Announcement of the NTIS, Series No. 68, Environmental Pollution and Control. (Copies of federal laws

may be ordered by number from the Superintendent
of Documents,.Washington, D.C. 20402.)
The establishment of the Environmental Protection Agency, grouping together in one organization
six formerly scattered pollution &ontrol offices, has
stimulated the lot uation of similar umbrella agencies
on the state level. Flow their own states or regions
are organized for control of pollution and whether the
arrangement could be improved is a question to which
participants might address themselves.

other alternatives seem to be effective, citizens should

consult lawyers in their own state for guidance. If
a group receives apparently contradictory advice
from different sources, it should consider its goal
carefully and let that guide the decision, keeping in
mind that a lawsuit is a long process, requiring not
only funds but scientilie evidence, witneSses, and

Participants might want to consider whether a
particular free-flowing river in their state could ap-

propriately be included in the National Wild and

much volunteer time to assist the lawyer in preparation of the case.

Scenic Rivers System, thus protecting it from harmful

encroachment. They might want to work for

establishment of a comparable state system.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FINANCING
ENVIRONMENTAL PRO'rECTION

THROUGH THE COURTS

Financing water pollution abatement and water

New concepts also arc evolving in the law and in
the use of the courts, and more environmental issues
are being referred to the courts.
The developing principle that the public is an

quality protection is a subject on which citizen wishes
should be expressed more vigorously. The citizen role
in passage of bond issues for sewer lines and sewage

treatment plants is well known. It has undoubtedly
47
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Keen title to the public's vpice that hankers in one
state adopted a pollution code: that in another they
now. offer antipollution bonds: and that in a third
they established a pubfic interest fund front which to
make low-interest loans for public interest purposes
including pollution control installations by industries,
Seminar participants should be encouraged to examine tax policies which encourage land and water
development rather than watershed protection and
to support appropriations for water pollution abatement prtIgrams,

STATE AND LOCAI. ACTION IS THE KEY
It has become increasingly clear that despite the
inany important federal programs designed to achieve

environmental quality much of the job 'mist fall on
state governments. In nearly all federal environmental programs, the task of implementing and enforcing pollution control plans is a state or local
function. Federal water and air pollution laws require public hearings where citizens may voice their
wishes regarding the quality of air and water they
desire and ways to achieve that level. How his state
organizes itself for water quality protection, whether
the power to regulate an activity is to be separated
from the power to promote it, how legislative, pollee,
;md enforcement authorities are to he divided -- all

these are very much the eitizns' con,:ern. Yet passage of a law is only the first step. Implementing the
law. monitoring its application and enforcing its provisions

and financing eaCh of these processes
are the long, hard chores.
Citizen action in water quality !natters ranges from
stuffing envelopes withnotices of a meeting; or carrying placards at that meeting, to developing and supporting a complex regional plan based on scientific
and legal studies, to promoting needed alterations in
hasic national policies. As seminar participants think
about what they should do, they may be tempted to
feel that sonic kinds of problems and some kinds of
effort are small and insignificant, that others are beyond their strength and competence. It is true that
opportunities and talents vary widely. However, citizens should remember that just as they often need
professional help in developing solutions to their
communities environmental problems, expert solu-

tions require popular support to be put into effect.
To control pollution effectively, officials need the
backing of the citizenry as much as they need an
efficient plan to execute.

The effectiveness of the national efforts to safeguard and improve the quality 0.: ae envitonment
rests on ,1)..1.led respon,i,linlity among government and

business as well as among_the various levels of government. It rests equally firmly on citizen support

and action.
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twelve panels illustrating Heraclitus' nature verses. Fragment I 8 is illustrated on the cover: "The Lord whose oracle is at Delphi neither speaks
nor conceals, hut gives signs."
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